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ABSTRACT

The study of microbial biogeography has made vast strides in recent years due, in part, to advances in the technological capacity to document microscopic biodiversity at the community, population and genomic levels. In this dissertation, we apply a combination of molecular and cultivation approaches to the study of enteric microbial diversity in a unique system of sister iguanid species, the Galápagos land and marine iguanas (*Conolophus* spp. and *Amblyrhynchus subcristatus*, respectively). We explored the spatial diversity of enteric bacteria in these two species at multiple levels, from communities to genetic traits. The unique host population history and geography of this island chain informed hypotheses about expected biogeographical patterns and the underlying processes that shape microbial diversity in this system.

In Chapter 1, we reviewed current understanding of microbial biogeography and explored how incorporation of such ecological theory might benefit understanding of enteric microbial community structure and function across space and time.

Chapter 2 explored the spatial community diversity of marine and land iguana enteric communities using a molecular approach based on 454 pyrosequencing. Firstly, we demonstrated that while host species was the strongest force shaping these communities, within a host species, geographical proximity also determined overlap in community composition at the genus level. In addition, we found that the degree of contact among host species can produce distinct local effects in community richness and composition, especially when host species have amplified opportunities for microbial exchange such as higher population densities or limited habitat area.

Next in Chapter 3, we explored taxonomically finer-scale diversity patterns among marine iguana populations for the rich enteric genus *Clostridium*. In contrast to the expectation that each host population should have relatively distinct *Clostridium* communities, we found a surprising amount of phylogenetic conservation across all sites, despite also demonstrating evidence suggesting on-going taxonomic turnover – forces which might otherwise lead to rapid divergence of enteric communities in allopatric host populations.

We then applied a more traditional cultivation and molecular genetic approach in Chapter 4 in order to document *Salmonella enterica* strain diversity among sites. We serotyped and genotyped *Salmonella enterica* isolates carried by land and marine...
iguanas across a geographical gradient and found nearly complete isolation among strain pools. However, we also found suggestions of geographically-dependent genomic similarity among sites, possibly due to long-distance transport of genetic elements by oceanic currents.

Finally, in Chapter 5 we explored genetic trait biogeography in this system by documenting phenotypic and genetic patterns of antibiotic resistance. We found that sites farther from high densities of humans (i.e. major port towns) harbored fewer resistant bacteria. We also noted that these antibiotic resistance traits may not be retained within the broader endemic bacterial community of Galápagos wildlife for any appreciable length of time, as *Salmonella enteric* isolates did not share resistance traits found in *Escherichia coli* within the same site or even within the same individual fecal sample.

Through this work as a whole we demonstrated that, within the context of a single study system, biogeographical patterns and mechanisms can vary widely across bacterial taxonomic levels, with both ecological and evolutionary forces acting in concert on enteric biodiversity. Increased understanding of the interplay among these forces for shaping microbial community form and function across taxonomic scales has potential to improve not only theoretical understanding of microbial ecology but also to advance management of pressing issues such as novel disease emergence or antibiotic resistance dissemination.
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CHAPTER 1: CONCEPTS AND QUESTIONS IN THE BIOGEOGRAPHY OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND HOST-ASSOCIATED MICROBES

Introduction

The field of microbiology initially developed as an observational, rather than theoretical science, and as such was slow to develop a cohesive underlying conceptual framework (Prosser et al. 2007, McMeekin et al. 2010). However, recently a growing interest in how classical ecological principles can benefit understanding of microorganisms has prompted efforts to apply traditional “macrobial” theory to explaining and predicting microbial community composition and function (Prosser et al. 2007). These ecological studies of microbiological systems have demonstrated that established ecological theory can translate to minute scales. However such studies have also demonstrated that the spatial and temporal extremes of diminutive organisms can also result in intriguing deviations from the expectations of classical theories, making microbial communities a fertile area for continued investigation (Green and Bohannan 2006).

Application of classical ecological principals to a wide variety of environmental microbial systems has perhaps revealed more questions than answers regarding the rules that govern the assembly and function of microbial communities. In particular, recent empirical challenges to the notion that small organisms are universally catholic in their distributions has encouraged more fine-grained studies of biogeographical patterns and processes in microbial systems (Martiny et al. 2006, O’Malley 2007). These studies have revealed a plethora of patterns, leading to the perhaps unsurprising conclusion that both neutral and selective forces interplay to shape microbial communities. And as for many hard-fought ecological debates, the question of which driver matters most has proved to be far less fascinating than the questions of when and why a particular mechanism acts as the primary driver in a given microbial system.

While it has been suggested that studying host-associated microbes is of limited value for elucidating general principals of microbial biogeography due to the inherent geographical limitations presented by host distributions (Fenchel and Finlay 2004), we would argue that relatively well-studied host-microbial systems have much to contribute to understanding of microbial ecology, in addition to being most directly applicable to
problems solving problem in animal health and conservation. In this chapter, we will provide a short review of the current literature on bacterial population and community biogeography, both broadly and specifically as these theories relate to host-associated communities.

**Microbial Biogeography: Patterns and Processes**

Biogeography is the study of the distribution of species over space and time and of the forces which determine those distributions (MacArthur and Wilson 1967, Martiny et al 2006). Studies of microbial biogeography pose the questions: *What biogeographical patterns do microbial communities exhibit?* and *What relative role do contemporary environmental selection and historical or ongoing stochastic processes play in determining microbial community structure and function?*

It had long been thought that microbes were largely catholic in their distribution, due to their small size, relatively large populations, metabolic flexibility and presumed high mobility (Finlay et al. 2001, Fenchel and Finlay 2003, Fenchel and Finlay 2004, Green et al. 2008). Due to this presumed lack of dispersal limitation, assembly of microbial communities was thought to be primarily driven by local habitat selection (i.e. species sorting) from among members of the global species pool (Brock 1961). This idea has been commonly cited as: *Everything is everywhere, but the environment selects* (Baas-Becking 1934, de Wit and Bouvier 2006). However, recent studies in microbial biogeography have demonstrated that both neutral (i.e. dispersal or demographic stochasticity) and niche (i.e. environmental selection or interspecies interactions) processes can contribute to bacterial distribution patterns (e.g. Cho and Tiedje 2000, Finlay 2002, Oda et al. 2003, Papke et al. 2003, Whitaker et al. 2003, Finlay and Fenchel 2004, Fontaneto et al. 2008, Takacs-Vesbach et al. 2008, Vos and Velicer 2008), suggesting that the assemblage of microbial communities is more complex and varied than initially presumed.

**Ecological patterns in microbial communities**

Understanding microbial dispersal rates has been identified as a key to understanding how and when microbes present specific biogeographical patterns and for tackling the question: “Is dispersal so rapid that regional biota are homogenized into
a single global metacommunity, or is it slow enough to allow signatures of regional-scale processes to develop?” (Telford et al. 2008). Dispersal rates may vary widely for microorganisms, despite their small size and large population sizes, because the ability to move among and successfully colonize suitable habitat may vary with a variety of ecological characteristics (e.g. habitat specialization, presence of resistant life stages such as spores, ability to defend against oxidative damage, etc.) that may affect dispersal capacities. Measuring dispersal rates in such small organisms may be a challenge that current technology is yet to fully meet, leading to a reliance on pattern detection to determine which mechanisms are dominant in a given system. Dispersal limitations can produce characteristic population genetic patterns, such as distance-decay (i.e. correlation between genetic and geographical distance among populations) and species-area relationships (i.e. correlation between the number of species and patch size) which can suggest that dispersal limitation are an important force for determining species distributions (Green and Bohannan 2006). In addition, communities may show characteristic diversity and variability patterns which suggest stochastic dispersal and demography at play in the formation and maintenance of microbial communities.

The evidence for microbial cosmopolitanism

It is clear that environmental conditions (i.e. abiotic factors or interspecies interactions) can be a strong force for structuring the observed distributions of highly mobile microorganisms. A number of studies have demonstrated strong dependence of community structure on environmental factors, such as pH or nutrient availability, for explaining population or community variation in the absence of concurrent geographical relationships (Franklin et al. 2000, Finlay et al. 2006, Fierer et al. 2007). Similarly at the community level, a study of phyllosphere bacterial communities on tree leaves revealed community similarities driven by tree taxonomy across continents with minimal geographical patterning detected among host species across the sampling range (Redford et al. 2010). Similarly, composition of epilimnetic bacterial communities in several lakes in Minnesota spanning a range of abiotic factors and geographic locations found the lakes with similar physical conditions had more similar bacterial communities (Yannarell and Triplett 2004).
Further, when niche selection is the primary force shaping microbial distributions, a single strain or species may be widely or globally detected in patches of appropriate habitat. For example, a comparison of aquatic microbes from a Danish marine inlet and an English fresh water lake found striking similarities between the two habitats in terms of both species size and identity (Fenchel and Finlay 2004). Such patterns have also been demonstrated on very broad scales for some eukaryotic taxa (Finlay et al. 2006, Bass et al. 2007, Fontaneto et al. 2008).

Finally if microorganisms are globally distributed, then species present in any local sample should represent a large portion of the cumulative regional species pool from all similar habitat samples (Green and Bohannan 2006). One study of the flagellate genus *Paraphysomonas* from a fresh-water pond in England showed that this single site was host to 80% of the known species for this group (Finlay 2002). Further evaluation across a wide range of eukaryotic taxa at two separate locations in Europe suggested a more general relationship between body size and global species distributions. The ratio of locally to globally detected species decreased significantly with mean body size (Fenchel and Finlay 2004).

*The evidence for microbial endemism*

There is certainly some evidence to suggest that microbial dispersal can be quite rapid, obscuring any patterns of allopatric population or community divergence through homogenizing gene or species flow among locations. In contrast, detection of characteristic ecological patterns, either genetic or community structure, associated with geographical location can suggest the presence of ecologically meaningful dispersal limitation (Green and Bohannan 2006). For example, a distance-decay pattern (or isolation-by-distance relationship), where genetic similarity is highest in populations that are more geographically proximate, suggests that dispersal and genetic mixing occurs more often between sites that are closer together because of limitations in how far the organism is able to move (Wright 1943, Nekola and White 1999).

Detection of population genetic patterns associated with geographical location has been used to explore the possibility that at least some types of very small organisms are dispersal limited. For example, population genetic analysis of a hyperthermophilic archeon (*Sulfolobus*) which grows in isolated hot springs across the globe showed very
little gene flow among locations and no relationship between populations structure and environmental variables like pH or water chemistry. *Sulfolobus* grow optimally at 80°C and pH 3, experiences cell cycle arrest with abrupt changes in temperature and has no known spore state (Whitaker et al. 2003). Similar studies have found comparable evidence for dispersal limitation and endemism in a variety of habitats at varying spatial scales (Cho and Tiedje 2000, Hillebrand et al. 2001, Franklin and Mills 2003, Papke et al. 2003, Vos and Velicer 2008).

**Coming to Terms with Complexity**

The processes that determine microbial geographical distribution patterns are not necessarily mutually exclusive nor are either extreme ubiquity or endemism the only possible patterns. While some studies do find strong evidence for environmental selection or for isolation-by-distance, other studies have found either no evidence for either effect (Beisner et al. 2006, Nabout et al. 2009) or evidence of both acting simultaneously, albeit with differing relative strengths (Pangaling et al. 2009, Soininen et al. 2009). It is likely as these patterns continue to be explored on many spatial scales, that increasingly complex biogeographical patterns may be revealed.

**Alternative patterns and processes**

Biogeography is inherently an observational field where application of pattern discovery and causal reasoning can allow for strong support for mechanistic models. However, a reduced capacity for experimental approaches must also be accompanied with a cautious interpretation of patterns as process.

If dispersal limitations primarily drive microbial similarity patterns among habitat patches then a significant relationship between similarity and geographic distance might reasonably be expected (Figure 1.1a). In contrast when niche selection processes are strongest, then similarity should be correlated to differences in environmental measures (Figure 1.1b). However, if temporal history of population or community establishment is a primary driver of diversity, then population or community similarity may not correlate to either of the previous variables, instead structuring based on temporal variables, such as geological history or time since last disturbance (Figure 1.1c). Historical differences in regional pools at the time of initial
colonization may result in priority effects that shape alternative stable community structures. The effects of such historical processes has received relatively little attention in microbial studies to date (but see, for example, Fraterrigo et al. 2006, Takacs-Vesbach et al. 2008). Finally, if the environmental driver is located along a directional gradient, then both geographic distance and environmental measures may be associated with microbial population or community similarities, although only one of these variables is causal (Figure 1.1d). While some microbial types may be responsive to the detected gradient, others may be less reliant on that same variable and may instead be structured by other processes along this same gradient (Rousk 2010). Such correlations among potential drivers of microbial distributions may make interpretation of patterns much more challenging.

Another potential pitfall for drawing conclusions of process from observed patterns is a failure to fully incorporate necessary biological realism. For example, a lack of significant distance-decay patterning using a model which assumes equal dispersal potential in all directions does not necessarily imply ubiquity as the only alternative. Yet in studies which do not detect the expected dispersal pattern, the common conclusion has often been that dispersal limitations do not play a role in the system of interest. However, alternative explanations may be viable in some systems that would possibly better fit the unique ecological conditions. While simple isolation-by-distance models that assume a capacity for random dispersal in all directions remain a reasonable initial model for consideration see review by Jenkins et al. 2010), if dispersal processes are asymmetrical in space or time, the resulting genetic or community patterns may not be evident unless this asymmetry is incorporated into analyses (Cook and Crisp 2005). Only a few studies to date have begun to incorporate potential asymmetries in dispersal potential into exploring microbial biogeography (Boyer 2008, Fierer et al. 2007).

Methodological challenges

A variety of approaches have been applied to identifying microbial types. This diversity has perhaps lead to disagreement and confusion in comparing and interpreting findings among studies. On the one hand, many of the described studies demonstrating cosmopolitanism have been based on morphologic, rather than molecular identification. Such an approach could have resulted in failure to recognize cryptic species within
morphotypes that might reflect dispersal-limitation processes (Green and Bohannan 2006). As even defining what a “species” signifies for microbial species is still under active debate (Achtman and Wagner 2008, Gevers et al. 2005), this raises the question as to what functional or morphological level of microbial variation is appropriate for meaningful pattern detection. On the other hand, it has been argued that studies which show regional population uniqueness based on neutral or nearly neutral genetic markers may not reflect meaningful phenotypic or functional differences (Fenchel 2003). Both of these arguments may have some merit. The choice of genetic or phenotypic measures by which microbial species and strains are identified may strongly influence the types of patterns that are detected, as different elements of the genome may respond very differently to different evolutionary pressures. In the extreme case, horizontal gene transfer may result in very local patterns in functional traits due to selective pressures which may not reflect deeper strain history but may reflect important patterns in trait distribution (Parnell et al. 2010, Hall et al. 2010).

Traditionally, biogeographical studies of plants and animals have accounted for this possibility by combining neutral and trait-based genetic elements to fully explore how migration and selection combine to shape geographic patterns (stochastic versus deterministic, Hendry 2002, McKay and Latta 2002, Porcher et al. 2006, Steane et al. 2006; Gandour et al. 2008). Given the growing understanding of how horizontal gene transfer can contribute to patterns in bacterial genetics, it is a reasonable parallel to suggest that bacterial biogeography might also benefit from simultaneous measures of diversity at different loci or levels to better understand the complexity of these questions.

While one area of the genome might be highly conserved and show a homogeneity consistent with ubiquity, strong selection on individual traits may result in rapid divergence of other sites within the same genome (Coleman and Chisholm 2010). For example, a study of Salinibacter ruber isolates from three regions of the world showed no geographical patterns when using a more traditional genotyping approaches, but saw strong geographical isolation patterns among regional isolates with mass spectrometric analysis of cell envelope sulfonolipids (Roselló-Mora et al. 2008). The authors suggested that these phenotypic differences might reflect genetic differences in transcriptional regulation, a genetic element not normally targeted for population
studies. Similarly, a study of genomic patterns within and among populations of marine bacteria (Prochlorococcus and Pelagibacter) showed that housekeeping genes were without geographical patterns but phosphorus acquisition genes showed strong site patterns which paralleled major biogeochemical differences among sampling sites. A combined approach that incorporates both selectively functional traits and neutral markers may reveal illuminating conflicts that could more clearly reveal the complexity of microbial biogeography, especially when multiple processes are acting in concert.

**Approaching conceptual resolution**

Improved understanding of microbial biogeography will require increased comfort with increasingly complex patterns, mechanisms, and technological approaches to linking the two. Incorporation of this complexity into biogeographical models may lead to resolution of the current theoretical debates in this field. The tension between the effects of stochastic processes like dispersal and environmental selection is certainly not new. Early in the development of classical ecological theory there was a similar emphasis on deterministic environmental and interspecies effects on species distributions (Tilman 1982, Chase and Leibold 2003, Ricklefs 2004). More recent challenges to this view have illuminated the contribution of stochastic variation in demographic processes and dispersal on ecological communities (Hubble 2001). However, in such classical ecological theory, recent synthesis increasingly supports a shift in emphasis from dichotomous outcomes to exploring how specific ecosystem traits might result in differences in the relative contribution of neutral or selective forces on population and community processes (Chase 2007).

This is not to suggest that amid this complexity general principles are not waiting to emerge, based for example, on microbial species traits (e.g. generalist versus specialist, growth rate, sporulation etc.) or microbial community traits (e.g. diversity, stability, environmental stresses etc.). For example, dispersal ability and colonization success in microbes may be linked to traits affecting competitive abilities, where good competitors are often habitat specialists which are poor dispersers and vice versa (i.e. the competition-colonization trade-off; Levins and Culver 1971, Slatkin 1974, Hastings 1980, Tilman 1994). Similarly, different types of “macrobial” taxa have been shown to have different maximum dispersal extents due to resistance to intervening conditions,
resulting in different degrees of dispersal limitation in different taxa based on various dispersal and establishment traits (e.g. mode of transportation, resistance to desiccation, fecundity etc.; Brown and Lomolino, 1998).

The Biogeography of Host-Associated Communities

Host-associated microbial systems have long been studied for their role in host health and physiology, but only recently has ecological theory been applied to understanding these communities. Such an approach may reveal not only deeper insight into how these systems operate, but may also more broadly contribute to understanding the complexity of microbial ecological processes. Host-associated systems represent a relatively unique type of microbial community in terms of potential specialization of microbes to specific host species, in terms of geographical restrictions based on host distributions, and in terms of the dynamic feedbacks which may occur between host and microbes (Camp et al. 2009, Robinson et al. 2010). However, while these traits may impact the outcomes of ecological processes operating in these systems, these characteristics certainly do not prohibit the application of ecological thinking to understanding the composition and function of these systems.

Scale in host-associated systems

The biogeography of host-associated microbial communities can be considered at a variety of scales from within a single host to among communities of hosts (Figure 2.1). These difference scales may contribute to the complexity of understanding the biogeography of host-associated microbes. However, these different scales do not preclude drawing parallels to established theory in environmental systems. Within and across these scales, habitat selection, dispersal or exposure differences, and exposure history may all play a role in community formation and maintenance.

Observations of within host microbial biogeography have demonstrated that microbial communities differ in diversity and composition among body regions (e.g. skin versus digestive tract and mucus membrane in human subjects; Costello et al. 2009; fore-stomach versus feces in bovine subjects, Michell and et al. 2009). While these studies demonstrate that between body location differences are very strong, inter-individual variability at any specific body location is quite high (Costello et al. 2009,
Fierer et al. 2010, Lazarevic et al. 2010). In contrast, within a single individual, community composition can be very stable at a given body region over time (Costello et al. 2009). These within individual patterns can be very fine-scale with predictable differences in biota detected even between the right and left hands of the same individual (Fierer et al. 2008). As studies at this scale are still relatively novel, it remains to be seen what forces structure differences among such proximate body locations, but differences in host-microbial interactions at different body sites appears to play a key role in some circumstances (Costello et al. 2009).

Host-associated community patterns can also be studied among allopatric host populations, in parallel to established environmental microbial studies which compare distinct average community traits of local habitats across geographical locations. At the host population or community level, differences in microbiota from the same body region among locations might reflect host genetic or behavior differences, differences in regional microbial pools, or historical differences in the establishment of communities.

Theoretical expectations

Dispersal limitation has been proposed to dominate biogeographical distributions of host-associated microbes because of the inherent confines on microbial dispersal imposed by host species distributions (Zhang and Blackwell 2002, Bala et al. 2003, Falush et al. 2003, Hedlund et al. 2003, Fenchel and Finlay 2004, Papke and Ward 2004). A tendency towards strong dispersal limitation may, in fact, more broadly reflect a characteristic of extremely specialized or geographically restrictive habitats and very likely is not unique to host-associated system. Certainly host-associated microbes can be so intimately associated with their hosts that microbial population genetics may reflect deep evolutionary or ecological history of the host. For example, the biogeography of the human stomach bacterium *Helicobacter pylori* reflects the deep evolutionary history of human populations from origins in Africa to our modern global distribution (Falush et al 2003).

While dispersal limitations may be a rational expectation for obligatory or highly host-specific associations such as pathogens or co-evolved mutualists, this restriction may possibly be relaxed for host-associated microbes which have the ability to survive, even temporarily, in non-host environments or to associate with many different host
species. For example, gastrointestinal bacteria responsible for food-borne outbreaks can persist for days to months in a variety of environmental sources (e.g. brackish water - Rhodes and Kator 1988, seawater - Rozen and Belkin 2001, swine manure - Guan and Holley 2003, produce - Harris et al. 2003, plants - Brandl 2006, fruit - Alegre et al. 2010, cattle manure - Semenov et al. 2010), resulting in wide and rapid dispersal by agricultural distribution systems (e.g. CDC 2006, 2007, 2009, 2010). For at least some host-associated bacteria, a single strain may quickly travel long distances, as during a food-borne outbreak, and thus would not necessarily be expected to demonstrate clear genetic-by-distance relationships.

As host-associated microbial communities are our most intimate associates, understanding these communities is vital to understanding health and disease. But in addition to these applied goals, studies of these systems have much to contribute to such theoretical discussions as well.

**Biogeographic patterns in enteric communities**

A number of recent studies have focused specifically on the roles of environmental selection, regional differences in exposures and colonization history on intestinal microbial communities. Environmental selection appears to be a key factor for determining differences in specific host-associated communities (e.g. biota of the intestinal tract) among individuals or among host species. Strong selective forces, such as diet or exposure to antibiotic medications for example, can have notable impacts on gastrointestinal microbial communities among individuals (e.g. Dietary effects: Tannock 1995, Gil and Reuda 2000, Rabiu and Gibson 2002, Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2003, Turnbaugh et al. 2009b; Antibiotic effects: Tannock 1995, Sullivan and Nord 2006, Antonopoulos et al. 2009). Diet in particular can act as a strong selective force on gastrointestinal microbial communities, contributing to differences in microbial community form and function, both within and among host species (Ley et al. 2008a, Ley et al. 2008b, Turnbaugh et al. 2009a, Turnbaugh et al. 2009b, Hong et al. In press). Within mammalian taxa, for example, dietary differences have been found to cross phylogenetic relationships, with microbial community composition determined more strongly by dietary groups (i.e. herbivores versus omnivores versus carnivores) than by host taxonomic relationships or geographical location (Ley et al. 2008a).
These selective differences between host species can be quite strong, having the ability to produce major shifts from initial inoculum composition. When germ-free mice and zebra fish were colonized with the intestinal biotas of conventional zebrafish and mice, respectively, the resulting microbial communities were able to shift over time to more closely resemble the normal host biota compared to the donor biota (Rawls et al. 2006). But what this study also suggested is that different host species may be able to accommodate a wide variety of microbial species or strains to which they may not normally be exposed. While gastrointestinal communities were drastically shifted from their initial innocula, cross-inoculated individuals still more strongly resembled the donor biota in overall composition.

The potential for the host environment to drive community convergence should be substantially limited by any existing differences in microbial exposures (i.e. differences in the regional or local species pool) either when communities are first developing or by the on-going introductions of novel species. However, the manner by which such environmental or historical forces shape host-associated microbial communities is less well-described (Robinson et al. 2010). Such patterns may be especially striking among allopatric, conspecific host populations, where holding host selection relatively constant may allow for exploring such dispersal or temporal effect on microbial communities.

A number of studies have demonstrated geographic patterns among gastrointestinal microbial communities (Mueller et al. 2006, Dethlefsen et al. 2007, Frank et al. 2007, Ley et al. 2008a, Costello et al. 2009, Turnbaugh et al. 2009a, Benson et al. 2010, Fallani et al. 2010, Hong et al. In press). Such effects can even supersede dietary influences within a host species. For example, a geographical gradient in gut microbiota composition and similarity was detected in a study of European infant enteric microbial communities, an effect that was stronger than other explanatory variables including feeding method (breast milk or formula), antibiotic exposures, and differing mode of delivery (cesarean or vaginal; Fallani et al. 2010). This suggests that differences in regional strain or species pools may contribute strongly to gastrointestinal community structure, despite or in addition to strong environmental selective pressures. Mouse mothers and their pups share phylogenetically similar cecal microbiota, suggesting that pups acquire the structure of their microbiota from local exposures (Ley
et al. 2005). Further, these exposure effects can over-ride any contribution of host genetics, with transplanted pups resembling gestating mother despite the genetic line of the mice (Friswell et al. 2010).

Priority effects through differences in exposure history may also have strong influences in the initial development of host-associated microbial communities that may persist in shaping divergent communities. For example, newborn infants acquire their microbiomes during or soon after birth. The composition of this initial biota may be strongly influenced by differences in initial exposures during the birthing process. While infants that experience a vaginal birth have early skin and oro-nasopharyngeal microbiomes which are more similar to maternal vaginal communities, infants delivered by cesarean section have a microbiomes which are more similar to maternal skin communities (Dominguez-Bellow et al. 2010).

While enteric microbes have been explored at the community level in terms that can translate to biogeography, population genetic exploration of ecological patterns across host populations outside of the disease context are not well established. Certainly it has been long established that local exposures can determine disease risk and that genetic evaluation of specific pathogens can help with tracking the spread outbreaks or virulent strains (Fan et al. 2009, Girones et al. 2010, Harris et al. 2010). However, how location affects strain carriage of non-pathogenic bacteria has not been fully explored (but see Wheeler et al. 2011). Thus, understanding of the biogeography of host-associated microbes is but in the nascent stages and a more rigorous application of the theoretical structure established for environmental microbes may strongly contribute to both furthering microbial ecology theory and to bettering our understanding of the role these communities play in health and disease.

There are many questions left to be explored in the area of host-associated microbial biogeography: At the broad geographical scale, how do host differences in diet or exposures shape differences in microbial community form and function? Does geographic overlap among host populations contribute to increased similarity in individual microbial communities? How do geographic separations, either historical or current, shape host-associated communities among conspecific host populations? Finally, do local exposures drive microbial species or strain distributions within geographically structured host populations? Such questions not only have theoretical
implications for understanding of the ecology of host-associated microbes, but may also aid with understanding how contacts among host populations or host species may contribute to disease risk.

**Dissertation Study Context and Description**

Island systems have long contributed to the study of how geographic isolation contributes to ecological and evolutionary processes in both macrobial and microbial systems (Darwin 1859, Mayr 1963, MacArthur and Wilson 1967, Diamond and May 1976, Krebs 1994, van der Gast 2008, Losos and Ricklefs 2009). The Galápagos Islands located approximately 1000 km off the coast of Ecuador are particularly famous for their unique ecology and contribution to current understanding of island biogeography and evolution (Darwin 1859, Boag and Grant 1984, Grehan 2001, Parent et al. 2008).

**Study system**

The Galápagos Islands are host to a number of endemic wildlife species including 27 reptile species that are distributed throughout the island chain. This unique biodiversity includes two ecologically distinct genera of large herbivorous lizards, the marine and land iguanas (*Amblyrhynchus cristatus* and *Conolophus* species; Jackson 2007). Land and marine iguanas are phylogenetically quite closely related, having diverged from a common Ctenosaur ancestor approximately 10 to 20 million years ago (Wyles and Sarich 1983, Sites et al. 1996, Rassmann 1997, Rassmann et al. 1997a, Cogger and Zweifel 1998).

Populations of both genera are both found on a number of sites throughout the island chain and their distributions overlap at some locations (Jackson 2007). Marine iguanas are locally abundant and widely distributed throughout the islands, living in dense colonies along the rocky coasts and feeding on marine algae (Trillmich and Trillmich 1986, Wikelski et al. 1993, Shepherd and Hawkes 2005). Land iguanas are less commonly found in dense groups except on smaller islands, where space is limited (Kritcher 2006). *Conolophus subcristatus* is found on a number of islands while *C. pallidus* is entirely endemic to the island of Santa Fe. The rarest species, *C. marthae*, is a newly discovered pink species endemic to a single volcano on Isla Isabela (Gentile et al. 2009). Land iguanas prefer inland habitat (Snell et al. 1984) and primarily eat opuntia
cactus pads and leaves and flowers of lantanas and cordia plants (Christian et al. 1984). The ecological distinctions between marine and land iguanas generally results in relatively low overlap in habitat use on all but the smallest and most densely occupied islands on which these two forms cohabitat, such as Isla Plaza Sur, where the two ecotypes have been shown to hybridize (Rassmann et al. 1997b).

The unique biology, phylogeny and biogeography of the Galápagos iguanas provide a distinctive system for studying the effects of host ecology and host population isolation on enteric bacterial communities. In Chapter 2, we investigated enteric bacterial community patterns in allopatric and sympatric populations of Galápagos marine and land iguanas using 16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing of fecal community genomic DNA. We hypothesized that gastrointestinal bacterial communities at this level of taxonomic organization would be most strongly influenced by the different host environments; however, we also expected that among population of each host, there would be strong geographical patterns in the overall similarity of these communities, possibly reflecting either contemporary variability in local exposures or historical patterns of divergence among host populations.

Chapter 3 investigated the evolutionary relationships among OTUs of the diverse genus Clostridium within and between sampling sites. We hypothesized that if host colonization history explained the geographic distribution and site-overlap of Clostridium OTUs, then evolutionary relationships among those OTUs would show characteristic phylogenetic signals that paralleled the geological history of the sites.

In Chapter 4, we explore the biogeographic patterns of a single enteric bacterial species, Salmonella enterica, using two complementary typing methods – phenotypic serotyping and genomic fingerprinting. We hypothesized that S. enterica serovars would vary substantially among sampling locations but not between host species within sampling sites.

Finally, Chapter 5 explores the biogeography of a mobile genetic trait, antibiotic resistance, to explore connectivity among human influences on the island chain and wildlife species. We hypothesized that proximity to major port towns would result in higher levels of antibiotic resistance in environmental and reptile isolates of Escherichia coli and S. enterica.
Together these four studies present a novel contribution to studies of bacterial biogeography by characterizing patterns and processes in this unique system from the genus to trait level in order to understand how environmental selection, history and local differences in microbial exposures can interplay to shape enteric communities among host populations.
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Figure 1.1. Hypothetical habitat patches and expected genetic (or community) similarity patterns. Expected correlations of similarity are shown plotted against geographic distance (“Distance”) between patches (black or blue dots), difference in measure of an environmental condition (“Environment”) and differences in time of colonization (“History”) for each of four possible drivers: a.) neutral effects (i.e. dispersal limitation), b.) niche effects (i.e. environmental selection, shades of blue represent different values of an environmental variable c.) temporal history of colonization (indicated by different color patches representing different colonization histories), and d.) environmental selection gradient (an environmental factor which changes over distance). Throughout, the comparison of two habitat patches to the same patch are provided (red arrows and dots and green arrows and dots) to aid with visual comparison between the hypothetical habitat situation and associated correlation graphs.
Figure 1.2. Biogeographical scales in host-associated microbial communities. Host-associated microbial communities may express biogeography within an individual host due to differential selection or dispersal to different locations within the host body (a.), among conspecific or heterospecific individuals within a single habitat patch (b.) or among allopatric host populations or communities (c.).
CHAPTER 2: BIOGEOGRAPHICAL PATTERNS IN THE GASTROINTESTINAL BACTERIAL COMMUNITIES OF GALÁPAGOS IGUANAS SUGGEST COMPLEX METACOMMUNITY PROCESSES

Chapter summary
Diet can strongly influence gastrointestinal microbial communities through species sorting. Ecological drift can also produce stochastic differences in community composition via variation in local microbial exposures and chance losses of gastrointestinal taxa in allopatric host populations. In this chapter, we investigated biogeographical patterning of enteric bacterial communities of Galápagos marine (Amblyrynchus cristatus) and land iguanas (Conolophus pallidus and C. subcristatus) using 16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing of fecal community genomic DNA. Host ecotype (marine versus land iguana) was the strongest determinant of bacterial community structure but within each host the geographical location of sampling sites also exhibited strong effects on community similarity and structure. Microbial community dissimilarity was strongly associated with geographic distance among sampling sites, with more proximate sites having more similar communities. However, within site dynamics disrupted this trend on Isla Plaza Sur, where marine iguana bacterial communities were uniquely more diverse (both within and between host individuals) than observed in other marine iguana populations. Within this site, marine and land iguana bacterial communities were also more similar to each other than other sympatric marine and land iguana population pairs, possibly due to higher overlap in habitat use on this extremely small island. Finally, a subset of genera were strongly associated with one or a few sampling sites while they were often absent or found at low abundances at other sites. These patterns together suggest that host-bacterial interactions and host dietary differences likely are dominant drivers of gastrointestinal community composition at the broad functional level, such as might be represented by genus-level diversity patterns. However, site differences in bacterial composition are also likely driven by ecological drift, potentially leading to geographic variation in the ecological function of these microbial communities.

Introduction
Strong selective forces, such as diet or exposure to antibiotic medications for example, can have notable impacts on gastrointestinal microbial communities (e.g. Dietary effects: Tannock 1995, Gil and Reuda 2000, Rabiu and Gibson 2002, Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2003,Turnbaugh et al. 2009b; Antibiotic effects: Tannock 1995, Sullivan and Nord 2006, Antonopoulos et al. 2009 - note that throughout we use the word “selection” in reference to environmental forces leading to species sorting within a community, rather than natural selection of fitter genotypes within a populations). Diet in particular can act as a strong selective force on gastrointestinal microbial communities, contributing to differences in microbial community form and function, both within and among host species (Ley et al. 2008a, Ley et al. 2008b,
Turnbaugh et al. 2009a, Turnbaugh et al. 2009b). Within mammalian taxa, for example, dietary differences have been found to cross phylogenetic relationships, with microbial community composition determined more strongly by dietary groups (i.e. herbivores versus omnivores versus carnivores) than by host taxonomic relationships or geographical location (Ley et al. 2008a).

The potential for such host-associated selection to result in convergent enteric communities should be substantially limited by any existing differences among populations in environmental exposures (i.e. differences in the regional or local species pool). However, the manner by which such environmental or historical forces shape host-associated microbial communities is less well-described (Robinson et al. 2010). A number of studies have demonstrated strong differences among host-associated microbial populations and communities, including gastrointestinal microbes, due to environmental influences (Dethlefsen et al. 2007, Frank et al. 2007, Ley et al. 2008a, Costello et al. 2009, Turnbaugh et al. 2009a, Benson et al. 2010) and due to the geographical distribution of host populations (Benson et al. 2010, Fallani et al. 2010, Mueller et al. 2006, Hong et al. In press). Such effects can even supersede dietary influences in some cases. For example, a geographical gradient in gut microbiota composition and similarity was detected in a study of European infant enteric microbial communities, an effect that was stronger than other explanatory variables including feeding method (breast milk or formula), antibiotic exposures, and differing mode of delivery (cesarean or vaginal; Fallani et al. 2010). This suggests that differences in regional strain or species pools may contribute strongly to gastrointestinal community structure, despite or in addition to strong environmental selective pressures.

These local or regional metacommunity dynamics may shape gastrointestinal communities on both contemporary and historical time scales. Environmental sources such as water, food or soils may provide local sources of exposure for gastrointestinal microbes (e.g. Lee et al. 2010, Al-Ahmad et al. 2010, Troyer 1983) that may vary considerably among sites on a contemporary time scale. Additionally, microbial communities may also drift apart, as a host species sequentially colonizes new geographical areas; conceptually parallel to genetic drift, taxa may be lost by chance during the host founding events or new taxa may be gained over time from either local exposures or differential adaptive radiations of existing taxa in different populations.
resulting in divergence from ecological drift (Hubbell 2001). While patterns of contemporary versus historical losses of taxa may be difficult to distinguish in many cases, the gain of bacteria via processes at these two time scales should create recognizable patterns in community similarities. When local microbial species pools vary among host populations, these differences in exposures could result in increased similarity of gastrointestinal community composition to local sources of enteric bacterial diversity. One potential source of new bacterial exposure is heterospecific host taxa, which are likely due to host differentiated microbial communities. If contact rates between heterospecific host species varies geographically, for example through varying overlap in habitat use, this could lead to decreased differentiation in gut communities between host species, while simultaneously creating increased variation between host populations of the same species. In contrast, historical ecological drift could lead to geographically distinct gastrointestinal microbial communities in allopatric host populations which parallels host population colonization, degree of contact, or population genetic patterns.

Island systems have long contributed to the study of how geographic isolation contributes to ecological and evolutionary processes in both microbial and microbial systems (Darwin 1859, Mayr 1963, MacArthur and Wilson 1967, Diamond and May 1976, Krebs 1994, van der Gast 2008, Losos and Ricklefs 2009). The Galápagos Islands off the coast of Ecuador are particularly famous for these contributions and are host to 27 reptile species that are distributed throughout the island chain, including two ecologically distinct “ecotypes” of large herbivorous lizards, the marine and land iguanas.

Land and marine iguana populations are both found on a number of sites throughout the island chain and their distributions overlap at some locations (Jackson 2007). Marine iguanas (Amblyrhynchus cristatus) are locally abundant and widely distributed throughout the islands, living in dense colonies along the rocky coasts and feeding on marine algae (Trillmich and Trillmich 1986, Wikelski et al. 1993, Shepherd and Hawkes 2005). Land iguanas (species Conolophus subcristatus and C. pallidus included in this study) are less commonly found in dense groups (Kritcher 2006). C. subcristatus is more widely distributed among the islands than C. pallidus, which is entirely endemic to the island of Santa Fe. Land iguanas rarely frequent the coastlines
(Snell et al. 1984) and primarily eat Opuntia cactus pads and leaves and flowers of lantanas and cordia plants (Christian et al. 1984). The ecological distinctions between marine and land iguanas generally result in relatively low overlap in habitat use on all but the smallest and most densely occupied sympatric islands, such as Isla Plaza Sur, where the two ecotypes have been shown to hybridize (Rassmann et al. 1997).

Despite these ecological distinctions, land and marine iguanas are phylogenetically closely related, having diverged from a common Ctenosaur ancestor approximately 10 to 20 million years ago (Wyles & Sarich 1983, Sites et al. 1996, Rassmann 1997, Cogger and Zweifel 1998). Yet despite this relatively close genetic kinship, previous work in this system has demonstrated that extreme dietary divergence over the divergent evolution of these two groups has resulted in a significant departure in the structure and composition of their gastrointestinal microbial communities. In fact, land iguana gastrointestinal communities are more similar in composition to those of green iguanas (Iguana iguana) from El Salvador and Galápagos giant tortoises (Geochelone gigantea) than to marine iguanas (Hong et al In press). It has been proposed that this pattern may result from the dietary preferences of these species: land iguanas, green iguanas, and giant tortoises all share a similar diet of fibrous terrestrial plant material (Christian et al. 1984, Troyer 1982, Hatt et al. 2005) while marine iguanas are unique in their preference for macrophytic algae (Shepherd and Hawkes 2005).

The unique biology, phylogeny, and biogeography of the Galápagos iguanas provides a valuable system for studying the effects of differing host gastrointestinal environments and host population isolation on enteric bacterial community composition and structure. In this chapter, we investigated enteric bacterial community patterns in allopatric and sympatric populations of Galápagos marine and land iguanas using 16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing of fecal community genomic DNA. We evaluated microbial community diversity differences at the broad taxonomic level of the bacterial genus to focus this study on biogeographical patterns which might directly relate to differences in gastrointestinal function. We first hypothesized that gastrointestinal bacterial communities at this level of taxonomic organization would be most strongly influenced by the selective force of host ecotype (land or marine iguana), presumptively driven by factors such as diet and host-bacterial interactions. However, we also expected
that among populations of each host there would be strong geographical patterns in the overall similarity of these communities, possibly reflecting either contemporary variability in local exposures or historical patterns of divergence among host populations.

Methods

Study design and sampling sites

The Galápagos Islands off the coast of Ecuador are host to two unique ecotypes of large iguanas - land iguanas (*C. pallidus* and *C. subcristatus*, included in this study, and a third species *C. marthae*) and marine iguanas (*Amblyrhynchus cristatus*). Fecal specimens were obtained from marine iguanas at five locations on four islands and from land iguanas at three sites on three islands (*C. pallidus* on Isla Santa Fe and *C. subcristatus* at the other sites; Figure 2.1). Free-living marine and land iguanas were observed from a distance for defecation and then fecal specimens were collected from the ground using a sterile wooden applicator. Individual animals were intentionally selected from different areas of each site and samples at each site were collected over a short period of time (24-48 hours) to avoid repeated sampling of the same individual. The slow gastrointestinal transit rates of herbivorous reptiles (e.g. estimated to be 5-10 days for marine iguanas, Wikelski et al. 1993), also reduces the likelihood of observing a single individual defecating twice within a short sampling period. Fecal specimens were obtained from both iguana types on Isla Plaza Sur (N<sub>land</sub>=5, N<sub>marine</sub>=5), Isla Fernandina (N<sub>land</sub>=5, N<sub>marine</sub>=5), and Isla Santa Fe (N<sub>land</sub>=6, N<sub>marine</sub>=5), where both species are present and from only marine iguanas from the sampling sites on Isla San Cristobal (La Loberia N=5, Punta Carola N=5), where land iguanas are not present (Figure 2.1). Samples were placed in sterile plastic tubes, stored at 4°C during travel and transported to Urbana, Illinois for storage at -20°C until analysis could be completed. The majority of samples included in this study were collected in September, 2009. Due to the small number of samples obtained for marine iguanas on Isla Santa Fe in this 2009 sampling, 3 land iguana and 3 marine iguana fecal samples collected in 2005 which had been stored at -70°C were also included in these analyses.
**DNA extraction**

Community genomic DNA was extracted from frozen fecal samples using the Ultraclean Soil DNA isolation kit (MoBio, Carlsbad, CA) using the manufacturer’s protocol, with minor modifications. Briefly, 0.2g of fecal material was placed in the manufacturer provided lysis tube and then pre-incubated with 12 μl each of 100mg/ml lysozyme and 1mg/ml achromopeptidase at 37°C for 1 hour before proceeding with chemical lysis and extraction according to the manufacturer’s directions. We evaluated the purity and yield of DNA using a Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen, CA) and DNA concentrations were then standardized to 10ng/μl before use as template for polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

**Barcoded PCR and 454 pyrosequencing**

Pyrosequencing allows for the simultaneous processing of many thousands of heterogeneous PCR amplicons derived from a one or more mixed microbial community samples. The resulting sequence reads, or pyrotags, can then be used for detailed assessment of microbial community composition, structure and hypothesized functional capacities (Andersson et al. 2008, Hugenholtz and Tyson 2008, McKenna et al. 2008, Roesch et al. 2007). The 16S rRNA gene was amplified from community genomic DNA using bacterial-specific forward 519F (5’-Fusion A-Barcode -CAGCMGCCGCGTAATWC-3’) and reverse 926R (5’-Fusion B-Barcode- CCGTCAATTTCMTTTRAGTT-3’) primer pairs with a unique sequence barcodes to identify each sample (Parameswaran et al. 2007, Hamady et al. 2008, www.roche.com). PCR amplification mixtures comprised 100 ng of genomic DNA, 25 μl of Premix F (Epicentre Biotechnologies, WI), 200 nM (each) of forward and reverse primers, 0.5 U of Ex Taq DNA polymerase (Takara Bio Inc., Japan), and the volume added up to 50 μl with molecular-biology grade water. PCR with 30 cycles of thermal program (denaturation, 95 ºC for 30 s; annealing, 55 ºC for 45 s; and extension, 72 ºC for 60 s) was performed. Amplicons were gel purified using the Wizard DNA purification kit (Promega, WI). DNA concentrations of the final concentrated PCR products were quantified by Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen, CA).
**Pyrotags handling and analysis**

PCR amplicon pyrosequencing was performed on a 454 FLX Titanium sequencer (Roche Applied Biosciences, Switzerland) by the Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign. A total of 245,685 16S DNA pyrotags were obtained, which were sorted by primer barcodes to form independent pyrotag libraries for each sample. Each pyrotag library was processed to remove low-quality reads as described elsewhere for these data (Hong et al. In press). Primer, barcode, and adaptor sequences were removed and the pyrotags were processed using the RDP Pipeline Initial Process (Cole et al. 2009). Secondary structure alignments of processed pyrotags were produced using RDP Infernal (Cole et al., 2009). The aligned pyrotags were visually checked with Jalview (http://www.jalview.org), and manual adjustments were performed as necessary to ensure alignment quality. After processing and trimming the pyrotags had an average read length of 370 nt. No significant differences in the average number of sequences were detected for host ecotypes or sampling sites (overall average number of sequences/sample: 5177 +/-1218). A complete description of these pyrosequencing data and of diet-linked differences among host species in these bacterial communities is published elsewhere (Hong et al. In press). RDP Classifier was used for taxonomical assignments of the aligned 16S pyrotags at 95% confidence level (Cole et al. 2009). Primer-E was used to compile the relative abundance of sequences within each sample at the genus level for statistical analysis of community patterns. This genus-level relative abundance matrix was used for all analyses and will be referred to as genus-level OTUs or genera throughout. A more detailed taxonomic analysis of these data are described elsewhere (Hong et al. In press, Chapter 3).

**Statistical analysis**

Rarified genus richness measures were estimated for each sample at a standardized sampling effort of 6000 sequences per sample using the rarify function in the vegan package in R (Oksanen et al. 2010). Differences among these estimated richness values were evaluated between sites and host ecotypes using the model fit function in JMP 8 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
Using the bacterial genera relative abundance matrix, differences among groups were first visualized using ordination by non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) using the metaMDS function in the vegan package of R (Oksanen et al. 2010, R Development Team 2010). NMDS plots were made for the full dataset and for each host ecotype (land or marine) independently. To explore the effects of explanatory variables (host ecotype and sampling site) on patterns detected in these ordinations, we used the adonis function in the vegan package in R (Oksanen et al. 2010) to perform a non-parametric multivariate analysis of variance (npMANOVA). This method (also referred to as a permutation MANOVA) partitions the sums of squares of distance matrices among treatments and has relaxed assumptions relative to traditional MANOVA. Significance in the permutation tests was determined by comparing the observed effects against 5000 random permutations of the data for each model run independently. A number of independent models were run to explore the main effects of host ecotype and sampling site and their interaction (only for models including the three sympatric islands), sampling site geography (latitude and longitude) and sampling site and geography within each host ecotype.

A complete Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix was calculated using the vegdist function in the vegan package in R (Oksanen et al. 2010). This matrix was then used to calculate average dissimilarities within and between groups of interest (e.g. comparing differences in average dissimilarity within host ecotypes versus between sympatric host ecotypes) using the general linear model fitting function and when warranted, multiple comparisons with a Tukey’s HSD adjustment in JMP8 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC).

Geographic distances between all pairs of sampling sites were estimated as the Euclidean distance in kilometers using an approximate latitude and longitude of the sampling points. A linear correlation of the relationship between this geographic distance and the average dissimilarity of marine iguana gastrointestinal communities was calculated using JMP8. Only samples from marine iguanas were included in this geographic analysis due to the small number of sampling sites available for land iguanas. This analysis was performed for all marine iguana sampling sites and again excluding Isla Plaza Sur, due to the significantly different microbial community patterns and variation detected in marine iguana populations at this site.
The relationship of relative abundance of each genus-level OTU to host ecotype, sampling site and host populations was evaluated by univariate ANOVA models for each genus-level OTU independently. Two models were explored: first we evaluated a fully crossed factorial model for host type and sampling site including the three sites containing both land and marine iguanas, and secondly we evaluated a model of site effects for marine iguanas samples only. For each effect within each model, we adjusted the maximum $\alpha$ value of 0.1 with a false discovery rate adjustment (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). A heat-map was produced to demonstrate the patterns for taxa with significant relationships to the variables tested. The abundance (number of reads) of each genus was scaled relative to the total abundance of that genus across samples to allow for visualization of both very abundant and relatively rare taxa in the same figure.

All other statistical and graphing procedures were performed in either JMP 8 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) or R statistical language (R Development Core Team 2008).

Results

Richness patterns

The number of genus-level OTUs in land iguanas (mean OTUs +/- standard error: LI 37.9 +/- 1.9) was higher than in marine iguanas (MI 22.8 +/- 0.8; t-test, 2-tailed $p<0.001$). Land iguanas did not differ among islands in genus-level OTU richness ($F=33.4+/- 4.4$, $P=42.8 +/ - 3.4$, $S=37.5 +/ -1.2$: ANOVA $p=0.157$, $R^2=0.248$), but marine iguanas did differ, with Plaza Sur (28.6 +/- 2.2 OTUs) having higher genus-level richness relative to the other sites (C=21.2 +/- 1.2, F=21.4 +/- 1.2, L=20.2 +/- 1.2, S=22.6 +/- 1.5: ANOVA $p=0.003$, $R^2=0.53$). Due to concerns over small sample sizes for some of these comparisons both parametric ANOVA or t-tests and comparable non-parametric tests (i.e. Kruskal-Wallis or Mann-Whitney) were also performed; non-parametric analyses supported the parametric findings presented here.

Host and site effects on bacterial community composition

Both host and sampling site demonstrated significant effects on gut bacterial community composition, but host effects were stronger than site effects (Table 2.1; Host $R^2=0.315$, Site $R^2=0.123$). While interaction effects could not be tested for the full dataset due to an imbalanced design, a subset of this dataset including both host
ecotypes sampled on three sites (Isla Santa Fe, Isla Plaza Sur, and Isla Fernandina) demonstrated similar host and site patterns with a significant interaction term (Table 2.1). Gastrointestinal bacterial communities also demonstrated geographical patterning, with both latitude and longitude of sampling sites explaining portions of the variation unexplained by host species. When host species were evaluated separately, land iguana microbial communities varied by site and by longitude but not latitude, while marine iguanas had strong site, latitude, and longitude effects (Table 2.1). These patterns are demonstrated graphically by NMDS plots of all samples (Figure 2.2 a) and for each species individually (Figure 2.2 b and c, land and marine iguanas, respectively).

The geographical nature of the site differences in gut bacterial communities was also detected in the significant correlation between the dissimilarity of marine iguana gastrointestinal communities and geographical distance among sites (Figure 2.3). When the five marine iguana sampling sites were included in this analysis, the correlation was non-significant (R²=0.005, p=0.652). In contrast, when site comparisons including Plaza Sur were removed from this analysis, community dissimilarity and geographic distance were strongly correlated (R²=0.493, p<0.001).

Within and among island patterns

The community dissimilarity within a host species at each sampling site was much lower than dissimilarity between marine and land iguanas where these species cohabitate (either MI versus MI or LI versus LI as compared to MI versus LI; Within Species: average dissimilarity=0.273±0.086, Ncomparisons=41; Between Species: average dissimilarity=0.514, Ncomparisons=16; T-test p<0.001; see also Figure 2.4). Across sampling sites, there were no significant differences in the between-host species dissimilarity among islands; similarly, within host dissimilarity comparisons for land iguanas did not differ by population (Figure 2.4, right-hand and middle columns, respectively). However, within-host comparisons for marine iguanas demonstrated that Isla Plaza Sur gastrointestinal communities were much more variable (i.e. had higher within-site dissimilarity) than gastrointestinal communities of the other marine iguana populations sampled (Figure 2.4 panel a, left-hand column).

For marine iguanas, the dissimilarity of gastrointestinal communities within a site was lower than the dissimilarity between sites (Within site: average
dissimilarity=0.280+-0.108, Ncomparisons=25; Between site: average=0.337+-0.116, Ncomparisons=100; T-test p=0.0247). The unique variability of marine iguana gastrointestinal communities on Plaza Sur was also evident in comparison of community dissimilarity among sites. While within-site community dissimilarity was lowest of each site comparison for Isla Fernandina, Isla Santa Fe, La Lobería and Punta Carola (Figure A.1, i.e. communities within sites were more similar than the comparison of those communities to those from other sites), the within-site dissimilarity of Isla Plaza Sur was higher than these other within site comparisons and was also higher than dissimilarities among Isla Plaza Sur and the other sites (Figure A.1).

The average relative abundance of each genus was calculated for each host-by-site combination and these values were analyzed by linear correlation between sympatric marine and land iguana populations within each site containing both of these host ecotypes. Average relative genus abundances between sympatric host pairs were significantly correlated at all three sites (138 genera-level groups; p <0.001 for all three cases; correlation coefficients: rF=0.648, rP=0.867, rS=0.642). In addition, the correlation on Isla Plaza Sur was significantly higher than for either Isla Fernandina or Isla Santa Fe (tested as the interaction between island and marine iguana relative abundance in an ANCOVA on land iguana relative abundance, p<0.001).

Microbial taxa associated with host and site differences

Univariate models, controlled for the false discovery rate, demonstrated 16 genera, mostly Firmicutes in the order Clostridiales, that were significantly related to host ecotype identity (Figure 2.5 panel a). The majority of these genera-level groupings were highly abundant in land iguana communities but absent or low abundance in marine iguana samples. However, three groups (Anaerosporobacter, an unclassified Clostridiaceae and Desulfosporosinus) showed the opposite pattern, with higher abundance in marine versus land iguanas. Site effects revealed two taxa that were uniquely abundant in fecal samples from Isla Fernandina and were rarer in samples from Isla Santa Fe and Isla Plaza Sur (Anaerosporobacter and an unclassified Planctomycetaceae, Figure 2.5 panel b). In contrast, an unclassified group of Lachnospiraceae was more abundant on Isla Santa Fe and Isla Plaza Sur, relative to Isla Fernandina (Figure 2.5 panel b). The interaction between host ecotype and site tested
whether the difference in abundance between ecotypes itself varied among sites (i.e. genera that showed large differences between ecotypes at some sites but weak differences at others). Five groups showed such a pattern, generally caused by taxa that had higher abundance in marine versus land iguanas at Isla Fernandina and Isla Santa Cruz, with weaker differences on Plaza Sur (Figure 2.5 panel c). A number of taxa showed strong variation in their relative abundance across sites when considering all five marine iguana populations (Figure 2.5 panel d). Notably, a number of genera from within the order Lactobacillales were much more abundant in marine iguana samples from Punta Carola on Isla San Cristóbal, while two groups of Ruminococcaceae and two groups of Enterobacteriaceae were at higher abundance on Isla Plaza Sur and Isla Santa Fe, respectively.

Discussion

Geographical patterning of enteric communities

Acquisition of a new diet can be a fundamental driver of animal speciation and can mediate major changes in gut microbiota as hosts make these transitions (Ley et al. 2008a, Ley et al. 2008b). As has been previously reported in this system, land iguanas fecal samples demonstrated significantly higher genus richness than marine iguana samples, possibly reflecting the increased complexity of microbial functions required for the digestion of fibrous vegetation versus macrophytic algae (Hong et al. In press). Further, host ecotype (as a likely proxy for dietary selection) was the most significant explanatory factor for microbial community composition, with obvious clustering of samples by host ecotype on ordination. Host species differences have been demonstrated to be stronger than spatial effects at the gastrointestinal bacterial community level in other systems (Ley et al. 2008a).

However, despite these strong host ecotype effects, a significant portion of the variation in genera relative abundances was also attributable to site differences, especially when analyzing each host ecotype independently. These site differences were also specifically geographical, with community composition demonstrating significant relationships to site longitude for both land and marine iguanas and also to latitude for marine iguanas. Qualitatively, Isla Santa Fe and Isla Plaza Sur land iguana biota were more closely associated to each other in ordination space than to Isla Fernandina, which
corresponded to a significant longitude effect in the permutation model. The geographical patterns for marine iguana samples were stronger, in part due to the larger number of sampling sites and wider geographical variation in the placement of these populations. A specifically geographical site pattern was present for four of five sampling sites for marine iguana populations, as demonstrated by a significant correlation between geographic and community distances.

While these patterns are striking the underlying mechanism for these observations is not entirely clear. There are at least two possible explanations for the noted distance-decay in community similarity of marine iguana enteric biota. Typically, this type of distance-decay relationship for microbial population or community patterns is attributed to dispersal limitations resulting in proximate sites sharing strains or taxa more commonly than more distant sites (e.g. Cho and Tiedje 2000, Whitaker et al. 2003, Pommier et al. 2007, Pagaling et al. 2009). These dispersal limitations may reflect contemporary processes of bacterial exchange among more proximate sites. Alternatively, these geographical patterns could potentially reflect a deeper history of divergence among gastrointestinal communities in parallel to host divergence during colonization. In the Galápagos Islands, population genetic patterns of many endemic organisms suggests a pattern of colonization which may parallel the geological history of these unique islands (i.e. the “progression hypothesis” sensu Wagner and Funk 1995, Parent et al. 2008). Population genetics in many plant and animal species in the Galápagos, including marine iguanas and other endemic reptile taxa, appear to follow a directional geographical gradient. Ancestral populations are generally located on the geologically older eastern and central islands, and younger, more recently derived populations on geologically younger islands to the north-west (as reviewed in Parent et al. 2008; Beheregaray et al. 2004, Kizirian et al. 2004, Ciofi et al. 2006, Benavides et al. 2007, Tzika et al. 2008, Gentile et al. 2009, Steinfartz et al. 2009).

*Local exposures can strongly influence composition*

One sampling site, Isla Plaza Sur, deviated strongly from the general geographical trends among other sampling sites. Marine iguanas from Isla Plaza Sur had much higher variability in community composition, with relatively high average dissimilarities both within site and among sites. In fact, the variability among any two marine iguanas on
Isla Plaza Sur was more similar to comparisons between host ecotypes than for within host ecotype comparisons. In addition, marine iguanas on Isla Plaza Sur had higher within-individual genus richness than the other marine iguana populations. These findings suggest that marine iguanas on Isla Plaza Sur have exposure to a more diverse microbial source pool and that incorporation of this increased diversity is occurring stochastically among individual animals, resulting in higher population level variability in composition. If assembly of diversity is primarily driven by niche selection, then community composition should be similar among similar selective environments (Chase 2003, Tuomisto et al. 20003, Dornelas et al. 2006). In contrast, if stochastic dispersal is a primary driver of community composition, there should be considerable site-to-site variation as bacterial groups arrive and establish by chance at each site independently (Condit et al. 2002, Chave and Leigh 2002). Thus, the high variability in community composition among marine iguana individuals at Isla Plaza Sur (analogous to "sites") suggests a strong role for stochastic community assembly on this island. High variability among individuals suggests that while marine iguanas can acquire genera that are potentially not part of their typical biota, these acquired genera may be transient or relatively unimportant to digestive function, resulting in wide variability between individuals in gut community composition.

Further evidence in these data suggests that the source of this novel exposure for marine iguanas on Isla Plaza Sur may be increased ecological overlap with cohabitating land iguanas. Specifically, the average relative abundances of each bacterial genus between sympatric marine and land iguanas were significantly more strongly correlated on this island compared to Isla Santa Fe or Isla Fernandina. This suggests that there is a large overlap in the bacterial groups shared by sympatric host ecotypes on this island relative to the two other island pairs.

The ecological distinctions between marine and land iguanas generally result in relatively low overlap in habitat use. Marine iguanas (Amblyrhynchus cristatus) are locally abundant and widely distributed throughout the islands, living in dense colonies along the rocky coasts to feed (Trillmich and Trillmich 1986, Wikelski et al. 1993 Shepherd and Hawkes 2005). Land iguanas are less commonly found in dense groups and rarely frequent the shorelines (Snell et al. 1984, Kritcher 2006). However, Isla Plaza Sur’s small land area represents an extreme case where land (C. subcristatus) and
marine iguanas are both found at high population densities and overlap considerably due to the dearth of truly interior land (island areas in km²: Isla Plaza Sur=0.13, Isla Santa Fe=24, and Isla Fernandina=642; Jackson 2007). Alternatively, on the larger islands, land iguanas (*C. pallidus* on Santa Fe and *C. subcristatus* on Fernandina) are found at relatively low densities and experience far less overlap in habitat use with the dense populations of marine iguanas at these sites due to a general preference for upland interior habitat (personal observation E. Wheeler, see also Snell et al. 1984, Kritcher 2006).

While marine iguana gastrointestinal communities on Isla Plaza Sur were uniquely variable and rich at the genus level, the land iguana gastrointestinal communities on Isla Plaza Sur were not notably different from other conspecific populations at the genus level. The large differences in community characteristics between marine and land iguanas, in particular the latter’s notably higher genus richness, may be key for understanding this asymmetry. Both empirical and theoretical work have suggested that more diverse communities have an increased capacity to resist or recover from perturbations and resist invasions by novel species (i.e. have increased community stability, MacArthur 1955, McNaughton 1977, Pimm 1984, Tilman et al. 1998, Levine and D’Antonio 1999, Lehman and Tilman 2000, Naeem et al. 2000, Ives and Carpenter 2007). Further, the phylogenetic or functional diversity of a community, rather than the total number of species, may be a key factor for determining resistance to invasion (Wardle et al. 2008, Hooper and Dukes 2010).

These proposed ecological mechanisms are also qualitatively supported by the univariate analysis of genera which strongly contribute to species versus site effects. The majority of genera which were identified as strongly associated with host ecotype difference were abundant in land iguanas and were rare to absent in marine iguanas, suggesting that marine iguana communities may represent a nested subset of diversity which is broadly common to both ecotypes. The analysis of genera associated with site effects also suggested stochastic contributions to differences in community composition at other sites. While Isla Plaza Sur showed the strongest suggestions of local stochastic site effects on gastrointestinal communities, a number of additional genera were identified as uniquely present at one or more sites. For example members of the order Lactobacillales were more abundant at Punta Carola on Isla San Cristóbal, members of
the genus Ruminococcaceae were more abundant on Isla Plaza Sur, and Isla Fernandina, and members of the genus Enterobacteriaceae were more abundant on Isla Santa Fe. In the case of Isla Plaza Sur, patterns in these data suggest that increased interaction among hosts may contribute to differential carriage of Ruminococcaceae in marine iguanas at this site. Ruminococcaceae were rarely detected in other marine iguanas samples, but were quite common and relatively abundant in land iguana communities (Hong et al. In press). Determining if other local sources of exposure can contribute to differences in bacterial carriage among host populations will require additional study and concurrent evaluation of potential sources of bacterial exchange. What also cannot be ascertained by this study is whether taxa uniquely shared between host species within a site, as on Isla Plaza Sur, are able to establish permanent, self-sustaining populations or if these taxa are maintained in the atypical host by source-sink dynamics (sensu Leibold et al 2004). Such subtleties are worthy of further exploration.

Conclusions

These findings suggest that gastrointestinal communities in wild Galápagos iguanas may experience complex metacommunity dynamics across both spatial and temporal scales. A metacommunity is defined as a set of local communities which are linked by dispersal of interacting species (Gilpin and Hanski 1991; Wilson 1992). A number of extant theoretical metacommunity models, including species sorting, patch-dynamics, mass effects and neutral models (Liebold et al. 2004), may apply to aspects of the community patterns seen in this study. For example, while environmental species sorting may be a driving force in selecting for community members critical for digestive functions in the face of dietary variation, either a patch-dynamics model or neutral ecological drift model may better explain the geographical patterns detected within each host species. Additionally, local site effects, especially at Isla Plaza Sur, demonstrate that sufficient exposure to novel sources of bacterial diversity can dramatically shift enteric gastrointestinal communities, although these new community members may only persist in some enteric habitats by on-going source-sink dynamics. Empirical work has demonstrated that these different metacommunity models may act simultaneously on
different subsets of a single community, resulting in complex models of community assembly and turnover (Driscoll and Lindenmayer, 2009).

Gastrointestinal systems are highly complex and may provide an interesting system for exploring metacommunity dynamics, as they can provide multiple scales at which to explore these issues – from the individual animal to the population and then to host metapopulations with unique evolutionary and ecological histories. What may prove the most valuable outcomes of such studies is not determining which models apply, but rather what types of taxa are affected by each mechanism and how the resulting changes to enteric communities affect digestive efficiencies, health and fitness of the hosts.
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### Tables and Figures

Table 2.1. Permutation MANOVA analyses for genus distributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galápagos Iguanas</td>
<td>Host</td>
<td>23.956</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>&lt;0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Site</td>
<td>2.339</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.014**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galápagos Iguanas</td>
<td>Host</td>
<td>26.254</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>&lt;0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Latitude</td>
<td>2.754</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.039**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longitude</td>
<td>2.100</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.084*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galápagos Iguanas, SPF$</td>
<td>Host</td>
<td>25.721</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>&lt;0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Site</td>
<td>2.175</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.051*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host*Site</td>
<td>3.425</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.008**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Iguanas, All</td>
<td>Site</td>
<td>2.962</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>&lt;0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Iguanas, All</td>
<td>Latitude</td>
<td>1.382</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longitude</td>
<td>1.950</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.050**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Iguanas, All</td>
<td>Site</td>
<td>2.948</td>
<td>0.3709</td>
<td>&lt;0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Iguanas, All</td>
<td>Latitude</td>
<td>3.190</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.015**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longitude</td>
<td>2.389</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.039**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at α=0.10; ** Significant at α=0.05
$ Sample subset including marine and land iguanas from the islands of Santa Fe, Plaza Sur and Fernandina.
Figure 2.1 shows sampling locations for feces from marine iguanas (MI: circles; from sites C, L, S, P, and F) and land iguanas (LI: triangles; from sites S, P, and F). The number of samples analyzed for each species at each site is indicated inside the symbols. Samples from Santa Fe (S) were pooled from two sampling trips (MI: 3 from 2005 and 3 from 2009; LI: 3 from 2005 and 3 from 2009).
Figure 2.2. NMDS plots for all samples (a), for land iguanas only (b, symbolized by filled triangles) and for marine iguanas only (c, symbolized by filled circles). Sampling sites are represented by different colors and letter codes (Red/C=Punta Carola on Isla San Cristóbal, Green/L=La Lobería on Isla San Cristóbal, Purple/P=Isla Plaza Sur, Orange/S=Isla Santa Fe, Blue/F=Isla Fernandina. The ovals represent 50% contour ellipses by sampling site with colors corresponding to the points.
Figure 2.3. Correlation between Euclidean geographic distance and marine iguana microbial community dissimilarity. The colored points along the y-axis represent the average dissimilarity of microbial communities within each sampling site (colors corresponding to Figure 2.1), black points represent between site comparisons for all sites except Plaza Sur, and light purple points represent comparisons between Plaza Sur and all other sampling sites. The correlation among all site comparisons was non-significant (dotted line). However, removal of Plaza Sur comparisons (dark and light purple points) resulted in a significant relationship between geographic distance and microbial community dissimilarity for the remaining sites (solid line).
Figure 2.4. Patterns of microbial community dissimilarity within and between host species at each sampling site. Columns represent within host species - within marine iguanas (MIvMI) and within land iguanas (LIvLI) – or between marine and land iguanas (MIvLI). Small capital letters next to each point represents significant differences among groups within each column (Tukey’s HSD adjustment for multiple comparisons).
Figure 2.5. Microbial taxa contributing to detected host and site differences in microbial communities. The heat maps demonstrate the average relative abundance of each genus within each group (with sites and hosts identified by letters: C=Punta Carola, L=La Lobería, S=Santa Fe, P=Plaza Sur and F=Fernandina, LI=land iguana, and MI=marine iguana). Panels show genera significantly associated with host ecotype (a.), sites (b.), and the interaction of these terms (c.) and with sites for marine iguanas only (d.). Each panel is scaled independently to show the widest range of differences, such that the colors demonstrating the relative abundance patterns of any single taxa may differ from panel to panel.
CHAPTER 3: CLOSTRIDIUM PHYLOGENETIC DIVERSITY CONSERVED ACROSS ALLOPATRIC MARINE IGUANA POPULATIONS DESPITE EVIDENCE OF TAXA TURNOVER

Chapter Summary

Genetic studies of island taxa often demonstrate distinct population patterns which parallel colonization patterns or island geological histories. As gut associated communities are intimately associated with their hosts, it might be predicted that these communities could also demonstrate diversity patterns which are dependent on colonization history or which correspond to genetic relationships of the host. To study this question, we explored phylogenetic diversity patterns of OTUs within the genus *Clostridium* in five marine iguana populations using sequences acquired from 16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing. *Clostridium* species are known to be highly abundant and diverse in this host, but whether this diversity varies systematically among populations had not been explored. We hypothesized that if the evolutionary history of island colonization explained the geographic distribution of *Clostridium* OTUs, then evolutionary relationships among those OTUs would show characteristic phylogenetic relationships that paralleled marine iguana history of colonization, with increasing divergence of these communities from geologically old to young sites. In contrast to this expectation of strong, systematic site divergence in *Clostridium* diversity, we found that the phylogenetic structure of *Clostridium* communities was highly conserved across sites despite evidence of on-going gains and losses – processes which might be expected to lead to community divergences in allopatric host populations. These findings suggest that *Clostridium* diversity may be strongly conserved, potentially due to functional significance of these taxa to host digestion.

Introduction

How communities assemble and are maintained is a fundamental question at the convergence of ecological and evolutionary theory. Forces which can shape communities on ecological time scales include abiotic filtering, competition, dispersal and demographic stochasticity. In evolutionary time, speciation and extinction can lead to further divergence among initially similar communities. The structure of any given extant community may then reflect processes at both of these time scales. Of particular interest for ecologists is then determining to what degree communities are formed by sorting among a pool of available species versus community assembly via the creation of new species *in situ* (Emerson and Gillespie 2008).

Both species sorting and *in situ* speciation can be important in community assembly, and their relative roles may differ across biogeographical conditions and taxa. In continental environments, species sorting appears to play the dominant role, with local communities resulting largely from the immigration of pre-adapted taxa. For
instance, plant communities in California’s Mediterranean climates appear to be the result of immigration of taxa pre-adapted to summer droughts, with relatively little signal of adaptation to the new environmental conditions by taxa that were present prior to the shift in climate (Ackerly 2004). When barriers to dispersal are weak, new habitats are more likely to be filled by immigration of pre-adapted taxa than for the locally present taxa to adapt to the new conditions (Emerson and Gillespie 2008). This can be true even at very large scales; for instance, lupine plant endemic to the Andes are more closely related to alpine species from North America, and distantly related to low-land lupine species on the eastern half of South America (Hughes and Eastwood 2006).

Island systems may generally present a more extreme case, where species diversity and population genetic patterns are more strongly shaped by in situ evolution and geographical history due to the tendency for island species to be colonized rarely via founder events and for subsequent community developments to occur under strong isolation (Losos and Ricklefs 2009). Such patterns have been observed in a variety of taxa, including reptiles (Losos et al. 1998, Losos et al. 2003), birds (Lack 1947, Petren et al. 2005), and arthropods (Emerson and Oromí 2005). The increased barriers to dispersal on islands results in greater reproductive isolation among populations on different islands; in turn, this can lead to divergence to the point of speciation (resulting in anagenic evolution). Additionally, if new islands have many open niches, and immigration of pre-adapted taxa is restricted, cladogenesis may occur within islands as a colonizing species radiates to fill the empty niches (Emerson and Oromí 2005, Emerson and Gillespie 2008).

Incorporation of both ecological and evolutionary mechanisms into understanding of microbial community form and function are less advanced, potentially due in part to the historical expectations of microbial ubiquity resulting in large-scale species pool admixture. However, recent evidence suggests that many microbial species can be variably dispersal limited (e.g. Cho and Tiedje 2000, Franklin et al. 2000, Bala et al. 2003, Papke et al. 2003, Whitaker et al. 2003, Takacs-Vesbach et al. 2008, Vos and Velicer 2008), providing opportunity for long-term ecological and evolutionary patterning of allopatric communities. Host-associated microbial communities may be particularly affected by the present distributions and colonization histories of their hosts, as these organisms may have more limited dispersal potential relative to
environmental microbes (Zhang and Blackwell 2002, Bala et al. 2003, Falush et al. 2003, Hedlund et al. 2003, Fenchel and Finlay 2004, Papke and Ward 2004). Further, the host environment can be a strong selective filter, making differences between individuals or host populations of the same species more likely to reflect either historical or contemporary ecological processes within geographically separated communities. Enteric microbes that are quite intimately and obligatorily associated with their hosts can certainly demonstrate population genetic patterns that reflect host colonization over broad temporal and spatial scales (Falush et al. 2003). Whether this is true of microbial diversity at the community level has not been clearly documented.

The Galápagos Islands off the coast of Ecuador are a volcanic island chain where population genetic patterns of many endemic organisms suggest a pattern of colonization that runs parallel to the geological history of these unique islands (i.e. the “progression hypothesis” sensu Wagner and Funk 1995, Parent et al. 2008). Ancestral populations are generally located on the geologically older eastern and central islands, and younger, more recently derived populations are located on geologically younger islands to the north-west (as reviewed in Parent et al. 2008; Beheregaray et al. 2004, Kizirian et al. 2004, Ciofi et al. 2006, Benavides et al. 2007, Tzika et al. 2008, Gentile et al. 2009, Steinfartz et al. 2009).

The Galápagos islands are host to a unique lizard species, the marine iguana (Amblyrhynchus cristatus), which has demonstrated potential as a model system for exploring biogeographical patterns and mechanisms in intestinal microbial communities (Wheeler et al. 2011, Hong et al. In press, Chapter 2). Marine iguanas are large herbivorous lizards that have a complex intestinal biota, which contributes to fermentative digestion of their distinctive diet of intertidal macrophytic algae (Trillmich and Trillmich 1986, Mackie et al. 2004, Shepherd and Hawkes 2005, Mackie et al. 2008, Hong et al. In press). Marine iguanas are widely distributed throughout the Galápagos Island chain with ancestral populations distributed on the older central-eastern islands and more recent colonists located on younger sites to the northwest (Jackson 2007, Steinfartz et al. 2009). This unique population history presents the opportunity to explore the biogeographical structure of enteric communities across populations with a distinct colonization chronology.
Within the marine iguana’s complex intestinal biota, the genus *Clostridium* is notably both abundant and diverse. Members of the genus *Clostridium* are gram-positive, anaerobic bacilli which are widely found in soils, water and the intestinal tracts of animals (Holt 1994). These organisms are thought to be functionally important for algal fermentation (Mackie et al. 2008, Nelson et al. 2010, Hong et al. In press), but whether these communities vary systematically among populations across the island chain has not been explored. We used 454 pyrosequencing derived sequences to explore both spatial patterning of *Clostridium* diversity and to elucidate ecological or evolutionary mechanisms which shape their distribution patterns.

First we evaluated the distribution of *Clostridium* OTUs among sites for evidence of any host colonization impacts on diversity patterns. We hypothesized that if host population history impacted the geographic distribution and site-overlap of *Clostridium* diversity, then younger, more recently colonized sites should contain a nested subset of *Clostridium* types relative to older ancestral sites. Such a pattern might arise due to stochastic loss of taxa before or during colonization of the subsequent island, for example, if each of one or a few colonists were carrying only a subset of the total microbial diversity present in the parent population. Such younger derived sites might also demonstrate decreased diversity due to community bottlenecks during which types were lost, although this pattern might be obscured if either subsequent adaptive radiations or acquisition of local types occurred, filling resulting empty niches.

We then compared the composition and phylogenetic structure of *Clostridium* communities among sites in order to better understand the community development. First, we asked whether the pattern of taxa richness suggested a role for extinction or founder effects during colonization of new islands. Secondly, we asked whether these founder effects, if present, resulted in decreased phylogenetic, in addition to or in lieu of decreased taxonomic, diversity in more recently colonized islands. Finally, community assembly may be driven by the acquisition of new taxa, in addition to the loss of taxa during colonization. Therefore, for *Clostridium* taxa unique to single islands, we evaluated sequence similarity to the other taxa to ask whether the most likely source of these novel taxa was radiation from a current member of the iguana intestinal community (cladogenesis), isolation from a population present on other islands (anagenesis), or acquisition from unique environmental sources on each island. Taken
together, these questions address the relative roles of ecological and evolutionary processes in the assemblage of enteric \textit{Clostridium} communities across an island system.

**Methods**

\textit{Study design and sampling sites}

Fecal specimens were obtained from marine iguanas at five locations on four islands in the Galápagos archipelago (Figure 3.1). The sites selected for this study ranged in age from an estimated 3-4 million years old to <1 million years old (Cox 1983, Christie et al. 1992, White et al. 1993). Sites were distributed across this age range in approximate rank order from youngest to oldest: Isla Fernandina (<1 myo), Isla Plaza Sur (~1.5 myo), Isla Santa Fe (~2.5 myo), and Isla San Cristóbal (~3 myo). Exact timing of colonization for marine iguanas at these sites is not known, but genetic data suggest that the colonization of the island chain proceeded from older southeastern sites to geologically younger northwestern sites (Steinfartz et al. 2009).

At each site free-living marine iguanas were observed to defecate from a distance and then fecal specimens were collected from the ground using a sterile wooden applicator. Individual animals were intentionally selected from different areas of each site and samples at each site were collected over a short period of time (24-48 hours) to avoid repeated sampling of the same individual. The slow gastrointestinal transit rates of herbivorous reptiles (e.g. estimated to be 5-10 days for marine iguanas, Wikelski et al. 1993), also reduces the likelihood of observing a single individual defecating twice within a short sampling period. Five fecal specimens were obtained from a single sampling site on each of Isla Plaza Sur, Isla Fernandina, Isla Santa Fe and an additional five samples from each of two sampling sites on Isla San Cristobal (La Loberia and Punta Carola, see Figure 3.1). Samples were placed in sterile plastic tubes, stored at 4°C during travel and transported to Urbana, Illinois for storage at -20°C until analysis could be completed. The majority of samples included in this study were collected in September, 2009. Due to the small number of obtained for marine iguanas on Isla Santa Fe in this 2009 sampling, 3 land iguana and 3 marine iguana fecal samples collected in 2005 which had been stored frozen at -70°C were also included in these analyses to increase sample size for this site.
DNA extraction

Community genomic DNA was extracted from frozen fecal samples using the Ultraclean Soil DNA isolation kit (MoBio, Carlsbad, CA) using the manufacturer’s protocol, with minor modifications. Briefly, 0.2g of fecal material was placed in the manufacturer provided lysis tube and then pre-incubated with 12 μl each of 100mg/ml lysozyme and 1mg/ml achromopeptidase at 37°C for 1 hour before proceeding with chemical lysis and extraction according to the manufacturer’s directions. We evaluated the purity and yield of DNA using a Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen, CA) and DNA concentrations were then standardized to 10ng/ul before use as template for polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

Barcoded PCR and 454 pyrosequencing

Pyrosequencing is sequencing technology which allows for the simultaneous processing of many thousands of heterogeneous amplicons derived from a one or more mixed microbial community samples. The resulting sequence reads, or pyrotags, can then be used for detailed assessment of microbial community composition, structure and hypothesized functional capacities (Andersson et al. 2008, Hugenholtz and Tyson 2008, McKenna et al. 2008, Roesch et al. 2007). The 16S rRNA gene was amplified from community genomic DNA using bacterial-specific forward 519F (5’-Fusion A-Barcode-CAGCMGCCGCGTAATWC-3’) and reverse 926R (5’-Fusion B-Barcode-CGTCACATTCCMTTTRAGTT-3’) primer pairs with a unique sequence barcodes to identify each sample (Parameswaran et al. 2007, Hamady et al. 2008, www.roche.com). PCR reaction mixtures comprised 100 ng of genomic DNA, 25 µl of Premix F (Epicentre Biotechnologies, WI), 200 nM (each) of forward and reverse primers, 0.5 U of Ex Taq DNA polymerase (Takara Bio Inc., Japan), and the volume added up to 50 µl with molecular-biology grade water. PCR with 30 cycles of thermal program (denaturation, 95 °C for 30 s; annealing, 55 °C for 45 s; and extension, 72 °C for 60 s) was performed. Amplicons were gel purified using the Wizard DNA purification kit (Promega, WI). DNA concentrations of the final concentrated PCR products were quantified by Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen, CA).
**Pyrotags handling and analysis**

Paired-end pyrosequencing was performed on a 454 FLX Titanium sequencer (Roche Applied Biosciences, Switzerland) by the Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign. A total of 245,685 16S rRNA pyrotags were obtained, which were sorted by primer barcodes to form independent pyrotag libraries for each sample. Each pyrotag library was processed to remove low-quality reads as described elsewhere for these data (Hong et al. In press). Primer, barcode, and adaptor sequences were removed and the pyrotags were processed using the RDP Pipeline Initial Process (Cole et al. 2009). Secondary structure alignments of processed pyrotags were produced using RDP Infernal (Cole et al. 2009). The aligned pyrotags were visually checked with Jalview (http://www.jalview.org), and manual adjustments were performed as necessary to ensure alignment quality. After processing and trimming the pyrotags had an average read length of 370 nt. No significant differences in the average number of sequences were detected for host ecotypes or sampling sites (overall average number of sequences/sample: 5177 +/-1218). A complete description of these pyrosequencing data and of diet-linked differences among host species in these bacterial communities is published elsewhere (Hong et al. In press).

Pyrotags were aligned using using the greengenes online alignment tool (http://greengenes.lbl.gov) and were then clustered using cd-hit to remove redundant sequences. Phylogenetic distances were calculated using Mothur to obtain a 95% similarity OTU relative abundance data matrix. Representative sequences for each OTU were classified to the RDP database using the greengenes classify tool. OTUs which were classified to the genus *Clostridium* were compiled into both and abundance matrix by individual iguana and an aligned sequence subset for subsequent analyses.

**Statistical analysis**

Differences among sampling sites were first visualized using ordination by non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) using the metaMDS function in the vegan package of R (Oksanen et al. 2010, R Development Team 2010). To explore the effects of sampling site and geographic location on patterns detected in these ordinations, we used the adonis function in the vegan package in R (Oksanen et al. 2010) to perform a
permutation multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA). This method (also referred to as a permutation or non-parametric MANOVA) partitions the sums of squares of distance matrices among treatments and has relaxed assumptions relative to traditional MANOVA. Significance in the permutation tests was determined by comparing the observed effects against 5000 random permutations of the data for each model run independently. The degree of Clostridium OTU overlap among sites was visualized using the Venn function in the gplots package of R (Warnes et al. 2010).

The distribution of taxa among sampling sites was then explored by counting the number of sites at which each OTU was detected. The distribution each OTU across sites was counted from 1 to 5. For the number of endemic (present at 1 site) through ubiquitous (present at 5 sites) and intervening were summarized by the OTU count in each category for each site. In order to test whether this observed pattern of OTU distribution among sites differed significantly from what would be expected from random sampling of a common community located at all sites, we compared the observed pattern to 100 simulations of a null model. The null model was parameterized using the observed frequency of OTUs among individual iguanas for the abundance distribution of taxa (Figure 3.2). To populate the artificial communities, each OTU was assigned to be present or absent according to one random draw from a binomial distribution where the probability of success (p) was set equal to the proportional frequency of that particular OTU in the observed data set. This process was repeated 25 times for each simulation run, and these 25 simulated iguanas were then randomly assigned to sampling sites. The site distribution of each OTU was then calculated for each simulated run, which was used to determine the number of OTUs present on 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 sites. Using 100 simulations, we then calculated the average and 95% confidence intervals on these distributions. The observed distribution was considered to be significantly non-random if it did not fall within the simulated 95% confidence limits.

A single representative sequence for each OTU was used to calculate a Jukes-Cantor distance matrix using MEGA version 5 (Tamura et al. 2011). The average distance was calculated within each group of interest to serve as a measure of phylogenetic diversity. The nearest neighbor sequence for each OTU was determined as the OTU with the smallest Jukes-Cantor distance and these nearest neighbors and their characteristics were recorded for analysis of their site distribution characteristics.
All statistical and graphing procedures were performed in either JMP 8 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) or R statistical language (R Development Core Team 2010).

Results

Clostridium diversity

A total of 212 Clostridium OTUs were identified at the 95% level of sequence similarity, the largest number of OTUs within a single classified genus in this dataset (14% of 1521 total OTUs). The number of Clostridium OTUs detected within each site ranged from 103 to 137 OTUs, with no significant difference in the proportion of total OTUs present at each site (Figure 3.1). Individual iguanas were host to an average of 53.2 +/- 18.8 Clostridium OTUs with no significant difference in within individual richness among sites (ANOVA: F=1.410, p=0.267).

Site patterns of Clostridium diversity

Clostridium OTU composition differed among sites (Permutation MANOVA: p=0.004, R²=0.327; see also Figure B.1) and 68 taxa were locally endemic to a single site out of the five and were often only present in 1 or 2 individual iguanas at that site. However, a relatively large number of taxa (47 OTUs) were common to all sites and the remaining OTUs were variably distributed across 2, 3 or 4 sampling locations (Figure 3.4).

In order to explore the hypothesis that these sites share a similar community of Clostridium types and differed primarily due to variation in sampling of the rarer portion of the community, we ran a simulation model of this sampling event using the actual distribution of taxon abundances to parameterize the model (Figure 3.2). We ran 100 simulated sampling events of 212 OTUs across 5 locations and compiled the site distribution of both the simulation and the observed data for comparison (Figure 3.3). Notably, while the observed and simulation model distributions among sites were very similar for the endemic and variably present taxa, there was a significant difference in the number of OTUs which were present on all sites, with the observed distributions having fewer than expected ubiquitous taxa (Figure 3.4). The observed site distribution of OTUs did not differ among sites (Figure 3.4, Fisher’s Exact: p>0.05 for all pair-wise comparisons). It was also notable that the majority of endemic OTUs (60 of 68) were
present in only a single individual on their respective island, while ubiquitous OTUs were of variable abundance from 5 to 25 individuals.

**Phylogenetic diversity patterns**

As OTU distribution patterns suggested that endemic taxa (i.e. those OTUs present on a single site) are likely simply rare members of a common community, we tested the phylogenetic variability of these OTUs within each site and the relationship of these endemic OTUs to the rest of the *Clostridium* community. On four of five sampling sites the latter pattern was detected, with higher phylogenetic diversity within endemic taxa relative to more widespread taxa (i.e. those found at two or more sites; Figure 3.5). In contrast, there was no significant difference in phylogenetic diversity at Punta Carola on Isla San Cristóbal (Figure 3.5). Phylogenetic diversity did not vary when comparing the average phylogenetic distance pairwise among sites (ANOVA by site: all p>0.05).

We then evaluated the site distribution of nearest neighbors to evaluate the evolutionary patterns of endemic versus more widespread taxa. We identified each OTU’s nearest neighbor by genetic distance and then compared the site distributions of these nearest neighbor OTUs to the observed distribution of all OTUs as a null model for random association. A total of 112 OTUs were placed as nearest neighbor to one or more of the OTUs within the dataset. The distribution of these nearest neighbors across sites was non-random, with a significant increase in the number of ubiquitous nearest neighbors (i.e. found on all five sites) and a significant decrease in the number of nearest neighbors that were endemic to one site (Figure 3.6). However, the distribution of nearest neighbors did not differ between OTUs found on a single site and all other OTUs in the dataset (Figure 3.6).

The average distance between each OTU and their nearest neighbor was calculated for endemic taxa within island (with sites Punta Carola and La Lobería averaged because they derived from a single island). These average distances from nearest neighbors within sites were strongly correlated to rank age of the island (from youngest to oldest: Isla San Cristóbal>Isla Santa Fe>Isla Plaza Sur>Isla Fernandina; Pearson’s correlation: $R^2=0.93$, $p=0.038$).
Discussion

Clostridium diversity conserved across sites despite extinctions

At 14% of all OTUs, members of the genus Clostridium represented a large portion of the total bacterial diversity found in marine iguana feces. Multivariate analysis of community composition indicated significant differences among sites. However, compared to a parallel analysis of these samples incorporating all OTUs obtained from complete community pyrosequencing, these site differences were more subtle, with less differentiation among sites (Figure B.1).

We originally hypothesized that founder effects during host colonization of the island chain would lead to reductions in the taxa richness and phylogenetic diversity of their associated Clostridium communities. Contrary to these predictions, a relatively large proportion of OTUs were present on all sites and many OTUs were shared across multiple sites with neither notable differences in the degree of overlap among specific sites nor in the degree of endemism or ubiquity across sites.

Although much of the Clostridium diversity was conserved across multiple or all host-populations, each site was also host to a number of endemic OTUs. Notably, the majority of these endemic isolates were present in only a single host individual and were, thus, were rare community members even within a sampling site. These presumptively endemic taxa could represent true divergence in community composition among sites, but could equally represent expected sampling error for rare community members present across all sites but were simply rarely detected. To test this hypothesis, we performed a simulation model to explore the hypothesis that all sites contain a common Clostridium community with the observed abundance distribution across all individuals. Through this sampling simulation, we were able to compare the observed distribution of OTUs among sites to this simulated distribution. Since the number of endemic taxa did not differ between the simulation and our observed data, we cannot rule out the possibility that these are simply rare taxa common to all islands but infrequently observed due to shallow sampling depth. However, this simulation also suggested that extinction or restricted colonization (i.e. stochastic loss of taxa in specific host populations during or subsequent to colonization processes) may have played a role in shaping the communities present at these sites.
Rare OTUs primarily radiated from internal diversity

While the number of endemic OTUs did not differ from what would be expected due to resampling a common distribution, this does not speak to the origin of these rare taxa or their relationship to the broader community. We found evidence of taxa losses, but no associated differences in community richness across sites. This finding suggests that communities must be acquiring new OTUs to compensate for those lost during colonization or to subsequent extinction.

To investigate the potential sources of new taxa, we then tested the phylogenetic variability of the endemic isolates relative to more widespread community members. New taxa could be acquired from environmental sources on each island (soils, water, or other host species), they could be the result of divergence from an ancestral taxa due to isolation (anagenesis), or they could be the result of adaptive radiations from extant members of the community to fill empty niches (cladeogenesis; Emerson and Gillespie 2008). First, we evaluated the within-site variance in phylogenetic relationships among the endemic taxa and all other taxa using a genetic distance calculated from representative OTU sequence alignments. By exploring the average distance of these groups within a site, we could evaluate the amount of phylogenetic diversity encompassed by these groups. If endemic taxa within a site are derived from a common source (for example evolved from a local source not historically present in marine iguanas or from an internal adaptive radiation of a single highly selected clade) these OTUs would be very phylogenetically similar to one another compared to the diversity within broadly distributed OTUs (i.e. endemic isolates would have decreased phylogenetic diversity). In contrast, if these OTUs evolved from more common extant or historical OTUs across the phylogeny or from acquisition from multiple local sources, then they should have higher phylogenetic variability as the branch tips of the phylogenetic tree expanded at multiple locations simultaneously. The latter pattern was predominant in four of five sites, suggesting that these rare OTUs that were detected at only a single site are derived from more than one lineage.

Increased phylogenetic diversity within endemic isolate pools might suggest that these isolates evolved from historical or extant members of the core marine iguana *Clostridium* community. However, this result alone cannot rule out the alternative that
these endemic taxa were instead derived from a variety of local sources, which might also lead to expanded phylogenetic diversity. In order to better discriminate between these alternatives, we then explored the relationships of each OTU to the rest by using genetic distance to identify the nearest genetic neighbor of each OTU. We then evaluated if the site distribution of these nearest neighbors of endemic OTUs differed from those that are more widespread.

The nearest neighbor distributions of both endemic and more widespread OTUs differed significantly from the site distribution of all OTUs but not from each other, suggesting that these associations were decidedly non-random but did not differ between endemic and all other OTUs. Nearest neighbors were more likely to be ubiquitous taxa and were less likely to be endemic taxa. These patterns suggest that rare endemic taxa are more likely derived from extant or historical diversity through adaptive radiation within the marine iguana community, rather than externally acquired from a broader environmental source.

In conflict with this finding, however, we also found a strong correlation between the average distance of endemic OTUs to their nearest neighbor and rank age of each island. This finding suggests that younger sites may have greater filling of empty niches by novel environmental sources which are more genetically disparate from the rest of the community than older sites, were adaptive radiation has had time to occur. Such age dependent cladogenesis was noted for niche filling in forest beetles on the Canary Islands, with the suggestion that anagenic versus cladogenic processes may be dependent on island age (Emerson and Oromí 2005). Thus, there is some evidence that both processes may be operating in this system. However, these analyses cannot definitively explore the sources of Clostridium community diversity without comparison to environmental Clostridium sequences from the Galápagos Islands against which to compare marine iguana-derived sequences. Additional study with increased sequence lengths and including environmental specimens would be required to solidify these assertions and to build reliable phylogenies from which to draw conclusions.

An additional possibility is that some of the rare, "endemic" OTUs may in fact be the result of sequencing error. Since the ubiquitous taxa also tended to be the most common, one might hypothesize that some rare OTU’s may be in fact simply be incorrect reads of common taxa (leading to the close phylogenetic relationship between
the endemic and ubiquitous taxa). We attempted to minimize this possibility by using a conservative 95% similarity cut-off throughout these analyses. With an average read length of 370 nt, two reads must differ by around 18 nt to be considered distinct OTUs. With an average error rate for GS-FLX chemistry of ~0.5% (Niu et al. 2010), 1-2 nt error per read would be expected, making it relatively unlikely that sequence error alone would lead to a spurious OTU classification. For instance, assuming an error rate of 0.5%, a read length of 370 nt, and a Poisson distribution of errors, the probability of having 18 errors in a single read is only $5.54 \times 10^{-12}$ (with a total of 245,685 reads, this predicts far less than one erroneous classification). At a less conservative similarity threshold, such as the commonly used “species” sequence similarity of 98%, the probability of a spurious OTU classification rises to 0.0034 (which would predict 844 erroneous classifications in this dataset).

Conservatism in the face of OTU turnover

In contrast to expectations of strong, systematic site divergence in Clostridium diversity, we found that the phylogenetic structure of these communities was conserved across sites despite evidence of on-going OTU gains and losses – processes which might be expected to lead to community divergences in allopatric host populations. These findings suggest that Clostridium diversity at this taxonomic level (i.e. 95% sequence similarity) may be strongly conserved, potentially due to the potential functional significance of these taxa to host digestion (Nelson et al. 2010). Certainly enteric community composition has been shown to potentially strongly relate to digestive efficiency and host health (Turnbaugh and Gordon 2009, Goodwin and Gordon 2010). Whereas island communities of larger organisms often show reduced richness resulting in open niches which makes them susceptible to exotic species invasions (Emerson and Gillespie 2008), commensal communities may not have this capacity to allow open niche space due to functional constraints. Thus, enteric microbial communities may not behave as would be predicted based on previously described island taxa due to functional constraints not experienced by free-living organisms where open niche spaces may be tolerated.

While these findings were perhaps against initial expectations based on parallel to population genetic theory, a number of caveats of these analyses may shed light onto
this departure from anticipated results. Firstly, the findings in this study may be reliant on the taxonomic scale at which these analyses were performed. Given the diversity of this genus, we selected a relatively conservative sequence similarity level of 95% to explore this question within a limited number of OTUs. This level of similarity likely does not represent a true species-level, but rather a sub-genus level of organization that may represent broad functional differences within the genus which may be strongly conserved due to host-bacterial interactions, rather than specific species or strains that might be more susceptible to stochastic influences. In macrobial systems, consideration of the scale at which communities are defined has been shown to affect the degree of phylogenetic overdispersion or clustering detected in this type of community phylogenetic study (Cavender–Bares et al. 2006). Thus, these results cannot exclude the possibility of that Clostridium communities may show much stronger site patterns at a finer taxonomic scale or may have unique strains of each sub-genus type identified here that circulate on a very local level.

A second possibility that these results can neither rule in nor rule out, is that Clostridium taxa are broadly distributed throughout the island chain and disperse readily among locations sufficiently to homogenize local strain pools. There are no studies of the long-distance dispersal patterns of members of this genus, to our knowledge, making the initial assumption of extreme dispersal limitation on which our initial hypotheses were built potentially faulty. If this is the case, then an alternative possibility that could equally explain some of the patterns detected in this study is that Clostridium types are acquired from a common environmental species pool across the Galápagos island chain and the host-environment selects for a subset of these types as suites the digestive needs of the host. Fully exploring this possibility would require additional study of environmental sources such as water, soils and food sources, to understand environmental Clostridium exposures.

Technological barriers to community biogeography of microbes

Traditionally, studies of the phylogenetic structure of communities have required both well-resolved phylogenies and distributional data, which has limited these approaches to specific, well-studied groups such as birds, reptiles, plants and insects. The increasing application of next-generation sequencing of mixed microbial
communities raises the possibility of testing these concepts in much less malleable systems and in organisms where traditional approaches are not feasible (such as difficult to cultivate gastrointestinal bacteria). Thus, an additional goal of our study was to determine whether the short-sequence reads produced by 454 pyrosequencing would be sufficient to observe patterns and elucidate underlying ecological mechanisms which might be driving those patterns. We would posit that these analyses represent a relatively novel use of next-generation community sequence results, and demonstrate the potential of these methods for doing fine-scale community ecology on these minute organisms. However, we feel that these efforts were only partially successful, limited in phylogenetic resolution by the relatively short sequence reads obtained by pyrosequencing (<400 nt) and by the inability to draw an important link between phylogenetic and niche diversity, a important connection for fully exploring community assemblage and maintenance in a spatial context (Webb et al. 2002, Cavender-Bares et al. 2006, Caddotte et al. 2009, Leibold et al. 2010, Pavoine et al. 2011).

The latter issue may be especially important for linking ecological and evolutionary processes in microbial systems, as phylogenetic diversity within a given genus may be subservient to trait diversity for dictating local community dynamics due to the unique capacity of microbes to exchange genetic material across taxonomic boundaries (i.e. lateral or horizontal gene transfer; Ragan and Beiko 2009, Boto 2010). *Clostridium* species in this system have likely benefited from such lateral acquisition of genes contributing metabolic capacities for algal digestion (Nelson et al. 2010). Such lateral increases in niche breadth may confound phylogenetic relationships and expectations due to changes in fitness among strains unrelated to genetic lineage. As next-generation technologies continue to advance in read length and depth, obtaining this type of information on both a phylogenetic and functional level for microbial taxa which are difficult to study using traditional cultivation and population genetic approaches may allow for more advanced understanding of microbial community patterns and processes. Still, despite the limitations of current technology, we feel this study shows that these types of data have much to contribute for exploring the ecology and evolutionary mechanisms which shape microbial communities.
Conclusions

In contrast to our initial expectation of strong site divergence reflecting the unique colonization history of the host, we found that the distribution and phylogenetic structure of Clostridium communities were conserved across sites despite evidence of both extinction and radiation of types – forces which might otherwise lead to vast divergence in enteric communities resident to allopatric host populations. At the sub-genus level explored in these analyses (i.e. 95% sequence similarity), Clostridium diversity appears to be strongly conserved, potentially due to the functional significance of these microbes to host digestion. However, these findings do not preclude the possibility of local acquisition of site specific strains within the conserved varieties that make up the core Clostridium community in marine iguanas. While current technologies are not quite advanced enough to explore such subtleties in bacterial groups which are challenging to cultivate, on-going advances in molecular methods may soon make such fine-scale studies at the juncture of ecological and evolutionary processes a realistic and intriguing prospect.
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Figure 3.1. Map of study sites. A total of 212 *Clostridium* OTUs were detected at the 95% sequence similarity level. Site OTU richness is indicated by the number present in each site marker. There were no significant differences in OTU richness among sites (Fisher's Exact two-tailed test, p=0.365).
Figure 3.2. Frequency of *Clostridium* OTUs in individual marine iguana hosts. *Clostridium* OTUs demonstrated a skewed distribution with a relatively long right tail. This observed OTU distribution was used to parameterize a simulation model to predict island distributions of these OTUs if all islands shared a common community with this abundance structure.
Figure 3.3. Venn diagram of shared OTUs across sites. Sampling sites are indicated by letter code (C=Punta Carola, L=La Lobería, S=Santa Fe, P=Plaza Sur, F=Fernandina). Numbers indicate count of OTUs overlapping in each section (sections not to scale due to complexity of overlap). Notably, a relatively large portion of OTUs were detected on all sites and a total of 68 OTUs were isolated to a single site. The remaining isolates were detected on 2, 3, or 4 sites.
Figure 3.4. Comparison of observed and simulated Clostridium OTU frequencies among sites. Model results (open bars) shows the expected average number of OTUs +/- 1 SEM versus the number of islands on which each OTU is present as estimated by a simulation of 1000 sampling events of 212 OTUS distributed across 5 sites. The filled bars show the actual observed OTU frequencies at each site for comparison. Only comparison of model and simulations results for OTUs present at 5 sites showed significant differences. These frequency distributions did not differ across sites (inset, Fisher’s Exact p>0.05).
Figure 3.5. Comparison of phylogenetic variance within sites. Sampling sites are indicated by letter code (C=Punta Carola, L=La Lobería, S=Santa Fe, P=Plaza Sur, F=Fernandina). Endemic OTUs (filled bars) trended towards wider phylogenetic diversity than more widely distributed OTUs (found on two or more sites, open bars). The number of OTUs in each category are indicated within each bar.
Figure 3.6. Site frequency of OTU nearest neighbors. The nearest neighbor (NN) of each OTU was identified as the OTU with the smallest phylogenetic distance. The site distributions of these NN OTUs are shown for endemic (black bars) and more widely distributed OTUs (grey bars). The observed distribution of OTUs (open bars) was used as a null model of the expected distribution if NN relationships are random. Both NN distributions (endemic and distributed OTUs) differed significantly from the random null model (Fisher’s exact: Endemic p=0.003, 2+ sites p=<0.001). These distributions did not differ from each other (Fisher’s exact: p=0.255). Pairwise contrasts demonstrated greater than expected NN associations with widespread OTUs and a significant decrease in NN associations with endemic OTUs (z test: p<0.05 marked with an *).
Chapter Summary

Dispersal limitation is thought to primarily structure populations of host-associated bacteria because host distributions inherently limit transmission opportunities. However, enteric bacteria can quickly travel long distances on agricultural products during food-borne outbreaks. Thus, it is unclear if such long-distance dispersal events happen regularly in more natural systems, or if strong dispersal limitation is, in fact, the rule for host-associated microbes in nature. In this study, we explored population similarity and diversity patterns for *Salmonella enterica* isolated from the feces of free-living Galápagos land and marine iguanas from five sites on four islands. We evaluated *S. enterica* population patterns using phenotypic serotyping and genomic fingerprinting. Serotyping suggested a strong barrier to *S. enterica* transmission among sites, with each site hosting a unique and nearly mutually exclusive assemblage of strains. Genomic fingerprint analysis offered a more complex model of *S. enterica* biogeography. The primary pattern on genomic analysis agreed with serotyping results, suggesting site-specific strain assemblages. However, rather than demonstrating each site to be entirely independent of geographical forces as for serovar patterns, genomic fingerprinting also identified a clear geographical pattern. A southeast to northwest axis explained a significant portion of the variation in these banding patterns, indicating that some portion of the genetic variation driving site differences in these isolates follows a specific geographical pattern. These findings suggest that even relatively generalist enteric bacteria may be strongly limited in their ability to cross oceanic divides in a natural system, but yet a distinct and biologically meaningful geographical patterning is detectable within these strains, potentially indicating that the biogeography of the core and flexible portions of this species genome operate under different ecological processes.

Introduction

Recent studies in bacterial biogeography have demonstrated that both dispersal-limitation and niche selection processes can contribute to bacterial distribution patterns (Cho and Tiedje 2000, Finlay 2002, Oda et al. 2003, Papke et al. 2003, Whitaker et al. 2003, Finlay and Fenchel 2004, Fontaneto et al. 2008, Takacs-Vesbach et al. 2008, Vos and Velicer 2008). The detection of characteristic population genetic patterns can indicate which of these processes is most dominant in a given system. When niche selection is the primary force shaping microbial distribution, a single strain or species is often widely or globally detected in patches of appropriate habitat (Finlay 2002, Finlay and Fenchel 2004, Fontaneto et al. 2008). In contrast, when stochastic
dispersal processes shape distributions, genetic patterning such as correlation between genetic and geographic distances among microbial populations can result (Cho and Tiedje 2000, Papke et al. 2003, Whitaker et al. 2003, Takacs-Vesbach et al. 2008, Vos and Velicer 2008). A distance-decay pattern (or isolation-by-distance relationship), where genetic similarity is highest in populations that are more geographically proximate, suggests that dispersal and genetic mixing occurs more often between sites that are closer together because of limitations in how far the organism is able to move (i.e. the converse of gene flow equals isolation-by-distance, Wright 1943).

Dispersal limitation has been proposed to dominate structuring of host-associated bacterial populations because of the inherent confines on microbial dispersal imposed by host species distributions (Fenchel and Finlay 2004, Falush et al. 2003, Hedlund et al. 2003, Zhang and Blackwell 2002, Bala et al. 2003, Papke and Ward 2004). While this may be especially true for obligatory or highly host-specific associations such as pathogens or co-evolved mutualists, this restriction may possibly be relaxed for host-associated microbes which have the ability to survive even temporarily in non-host environments or to associate with many different host species, resulting in increased transmission opportunities. For example, gastrointestinal bacteria responsible for food-borne outbreaks can persist for days to months in a variety of environmental sources (e.g. brackish water - Rhodes and Kator 1988, seawater - Rozen and Belkin 2001, swine manure -Guan and Holley 2003, produce- Harris et al. 2003, plants - Brandl 2006, fruit - Alegre et al. 2010, cattle manure - Semenov et al. 2010), resulting in wide and rapid dispersal by agricultural distribution systems (e.g. CDC 2006, 2007, 2009, 2010). Thus, for at least some host-associated bacteria, a single strain may quickly travel long distances, as during a food-borne outbreak, and thus would not necessarily be expected to demonstrate clear genetic-by-distance relationships. Thus, as for environmental microbes, both dispersal limitations and the distribution patterns such stochastic forces can create may also vary for host-associated microbes. However, it is unclear how often rapid long-distance dispersal events occur in more natural host-bacterial systems, or if such events are an artifact of anthropogenic acceleration via production systems.

*Salmonella enterica* is a gram negative Proteobacterium that primarily resides in the gastrointestinal tract of animals, but can also survive in environmental habitats,
foods and water (Foster and Spector 1995). While *Salmonella* are generally pathogenic to warm-blooded animals, reptiles are rarely reported to have *Salmonella*-associated illness (Scherer and Miller 2001, Geue and Löschner 2002). In reptile systems, the transmission ecology of *S. enterica* is not yet entirely understood. Studies in wild reptiles have suggested that commensal *S. enterica* populations in reptile hosts may be primarily structured by geographical barriers to migration with geographically proximate heterospecific reptile hosts sharing *S. enterica* strains (Briones et al. 2004, Wheeler et al. 2011). However, *S. enterica* is also a relatively ubiquitous gastrointestinal pathogen in warm-blooded animals, primarily associated with rapidly spreading food-borne outbreaks (e.g. CDC 2007, 2009). Further, *S. enterica*’s capacity for relatively lengthy extra-intestinal survival may also present increased opportunity to move among free-living hosts, even among host populations that are relatively isolated if ecological conditions facilitate such dispersal.

Island systems have long contributed to the study of how geographic isolation contributes to ecological and evolutionary processes, from Charles Darwin’s early musings to contemporary microbial ecology theory (Darwin 1859, Mayr 1963, MacArthur and Wilson 1967, Diamond and May 1976, Krebs 1994, van der Gast 2008, Losos and Ricklefs 2009). The Galápagos Islands in Ecuador are particularly famous for these contributions and are host to 27 reptile species that are distributed throughout the island chain, including two ecologically distinct types of large herbivorous lizards, the marine and land iguanas. Marine iguanas (*Amblyrhynchus cristatus*) are locally abundant and widely distributed throughout the islands, living in dense colonies along the rocky coasts and feeding on marine alga (Trillmich and Trillmich 1986, Wikelski et al. 1993, Shepherd and Hawkes 2005). Land iguanas (*Conolophus subcristatus*, *C. pallidus* and the newly recognized *C. marthae*) are less social, often living alone or in small groups, (Kritcher 2006) and eat inland terrestrial vegetation (Christian et al. 1984). *C. subcristatus* is more widely distributed among the islands than *C. pallidus*, which is an ecologically similar sister-species endemic to the island of Santa Fe and the newly recognized pink land iguana species lives only on a Wolf Volcano, island of Isabella (Gentile et al. 2009).

Previous work in this system has demonstrated that these iguanas carry *Salmonella enterica* at high prevalence with unique, but not exclusive, strain subsets.
present on the two islands sampled. In addition, site effects were a much stronger contributor to *S. enterica* population patterns than differences among host species, with land and marine iguanas from the same location sharing bacterial strains (Wheeler et al. 2011). These findings suggest that this system is a strong model for exploring the effect of strong host isolation on bacterial population structure, with reptile hosts across sites likely to provide selectively similar gut habitat across sites.

In this study, we ask the question: How isolated are *S. enterica* populations within hosts residing on different islands? In this study, we applied genomic fingerprinting and phenotypic strain typing (i.e. serotyping) to fecal-derived *S. enterica* isolates from Galápagos land and marine iguanas from five sampling sites on four islands. We hypothesized that if this strong host isolation results in a geographical barrier to enteric bacterial transmission, then each island should be host to a unique strain pool. However, if this isolation is not absolute, then we expected that dispersal would be more limited between more distant sampling sites, resulting in a genetic isolation-by-distance pattern. Alternatively, if dispersal among host populations is not the limiting factor in this system, then we would expect to find no significant divergence between *S. enterica* populations.

**Methods**

*Study design and sampling sites*

The Galapagos Islands are located approximately 1,000 km off the west coast of Ecuador and have a variety of unique endemic wildlife, including two unique types of large iguanas - land iguanas (*C. pallidus* and *C. subcristatus*) and marine iguanas (*Amblyrhynchus cristatus*). Five locations on four islands were sampled (Figure 4.1, Table 4.1). Marine and land iguanas were observed from a distance for defecation and then fecal specimens were collected from the ground using a sterile wooden applicator. We intentionally selected fecal samples from different areas of each site and collected samples over a short period of time (24-48 hours) to avoid repeated sampling of the same individual. The slow gastrointestinal transit rates of herbivorous reptiles (e.g. estimated to be 5-10 days for marine iguanas, Wikelski et al. 1993), reduces the likelihood of observing a single individual defecating twice within a short sampling period. Fecal specimens were obtained from both iguana types on Plaza Sur (N_{land}=11,
N_{marine}=12), Fernandina (N_{land}=6, N_{marine}=12), and Santa Fe (N_{land}=11, N_{marine}=12), where both species are present and only marine iguanas from the sampling sites on San Cristobal (Loberia N=12, Punta Carola N=12), where land iguanas are not present (see sample summary in Table 4.1).

Samples were placed in sterile plastic tubes, stored at 4°C during travel and transported to Urbana, Illinois for storage at -20°C until cultivation could be completed.

**Isolation and identification of S. enterica**

*S. enterica* was isolated from frozen fecal samples using previously published protocols (Hoorfar and Baggesen 1998, Mitchell and Shane 2000, Corrente et al 2004, Wheeler et al. 2011). Briefly, 0.5g of feces was pre-enriched in buffered peptone water (BPW) at 37°C for 24 hours followed by enrichment in a 1:9 ml dilution of turbid BPW: Rappaport-Vassiliadis broth (RVB) at 37°C for another 24 hours. Turbid RVB was then streak plated on selective-differential media (Xylose lysine deoxycholate, XLD). XLD plates demonstrating no *Salmonella*-characteristic growth at 24 hours were re-incubated for an additional 24 hours before being considered negative for growth. Samples negative for *Salmonella*-like isolates were retested from the original fecal samples before being considered negative for the bacterium.

Presumptive *S. enterica* isolates (clear to pink with or without a dark black center) were tested using standard biochemical metabolic assays (lysine iron agar and triple sugar agar) to confirm membership in the genus. Isolates testing positive on both of these assays were considered confirmed to the *Salmonella* genus, as previous work in this system has demonstrated a 100% concordance between confirmation of *Salmonella* using these two assays following isolation on XLD selective media when compared to identification using API 20E metabolic test strips (bioMerieux Inc., France; E. Wheeler, unpublished data). Up to three confirmed *Salmonella* isolates per individual fecal sample were retained frozen in 40% glycerol for further analysis.

**Strain typing**

Serotyping is a phenotypic bacterial typing approach which identifies the combined O (cell membrane) and H (flagellar) antigenic variation among strains. Over 2500 of these antigenic variants (i.e. serovars) have been characterized based on cell
membrane ("O") and flagellar ("H" phase 1 and 2) antigens (Popoff and Le Minor. 1997). Previous work has demonstrated strong concordance between sequence-based genotyping and serotype identity (Tankouo-Sandjong et al. 2007, Ben-Darif et al. 2010, Wheeler et al. 2011), suggesting that serotyping is a reasonable strong phenotypic marker for genetic strain relationships. One isolate per positive sample was submitted for serotyping at the National Veterinary Service Laboratory, Ames, IA.

While serotyping is often sufficient for drawing epidemiological links between sources and cases during an outbreak, higher resolution typing of strains is often desirable to better understand outbreak dynamics. Genotyping techniques which target genomic-level variation have proven most successful at differentiating closely related strains of Salmonella. While pulse field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), is the current "gold standard" used by the Centers for Disease Control for typing of Salmonella (Olsen et al. 1994), rep-PCR has been demonstrated to potentially have higher resolution power for closely related strains than PFGE (Beyer et al. 1998, Weigel et al. 2004) and presents an efficient and inexpensive approach for rapid genotyping of large numbers of isolates. Rep-PCR produces genomic fingerprints through amplification of intervening sequences between repetitive elements of the bacterial genome, resulting in numerous bands of varied size that can be separated by agarose gel electrophoresis.

In previous work, genomic fingerprinting and traditional serotyping were demonstrated to provide ecologically relevant resolution of S. enterica population patterns in this system (Wheeler et al. 2011), and thus these two methods were selected for use in this study. DNA was extracted from colonies grown on tryptic soy agar using a modification of the manufacturer’s protocol for Instagene chelex resin (Biorad, Hercules, CA). Briefly, 2-4 large, well-isolated colonies were placed in 100 μl of 6% chelex 100 resin and heated at 95°C for 10 minutes to lyse cells. Lysates were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 14000 g and 80μl of supernatant was transferred to a new storage tube.

Genomic fingerprinting was done by PCR of repetitive extragenic palindromic elements (rep-PCR, Versalovic et al. 1991). Rep-PCR was performed as in previously described protocols (Versalovic et al. 1991, Rademaker et al. 1998). Rep-PCR amplification was performed using primers ERIC1R (5'-ATG TAA GCT CCT GGG GAT TCA-3') and ERIC2 (5'-AAG TAA GTG ACT GGG GTG AGC G-3'), targeting
enterobacterial repetitive intergenic consensus (ERIC) repetitive motifs (Versalovic et al. 1991) on a TGradient thermocycler (Biometra, Germany) with an initial denaturation at 95° C for 2 minutes followed by 30 cycles each of 94° C for 3 seconds, 92° C for 30 seconds, and 50° C for 1 minute and a final extension at 65° C for 8 minutes. Polymerase chain reaction amplification mixtures (25µl) included 1.75U of Takara Taq polymerase (Takara Bio Inc., Japan), 1X Takara PCR Buffer with 2.5mM (final concentration) of MgCl₂, 2.0mM Takara dNTP mixture (0.5mM each), 1 µM each of the forward and reverse primers, and approximately 50ng of template. PCR products were separated on a 2% Agarose gel in 0.75% TAE (Tris-Acetate EDTA) run at 80 V for 12 hours. Three lanes of a 1kb plus DNA ladder (Novartis, Carlsbad, CA) were included to allow for standardization of molecular weight assignments to DNA fragments, with one lane at each end of the gel and one located in the approximate middle to allow for correction of irregular gel runs. Gels were stained with ethidium bromide and digitally photographed using an AlphaImager ™ 2200 (Alpha Innotec Co., San Leandro, CA).

Statistical analysis

Rep-PCR band assignment and sizing from gel images was done using BioNumerics version 4.0 (Applied Maths, Belgium). Band assignments were exported as a binomial presence/absence matrix for statistical analysis. To control for non-independence (i.e. pseudoreplication, Hurlbert 1984) resulting from inclusion of multiple isolates per individual iguana fecal sample, fingerprint profiles of isolates from the same individual iguana were nested by averaging presence/absence within an individual host.

To evaluate the effects of explanatory variables (island, site, host ecotype, and geographical coordinates of site) on bacterial population structure, we used the adonis function in the vegan package in R (Oksanen et al. 2008) to perform a series permutation or non-parametric multivariate analysis of variance analyses. These models partition the sums of squares of distance matrices among treatments and has relaxed assumptions relative to traditional MANOVA. Significance in the permutation tests was determined by comparing the observed effects against 5000 random permutations of the data for each model run independently. As island and site are nested subsets of one
another, they were first run in separate models including ecotype as a second factor and the models were compared to select the most significant of the two for additional geographic analyses. Interaction terms were not included as land iguanas were only present for sampling at 3 of 5 sites. Geographical location was included in subsequent permutation MANOVA models first as the approximate latitude and longitude coordinates of each site and then as a rotated axis (i.e. the principal component scores derived from the sites’ latitudes and longitudes) to reflect the primarily northwest-southeast axis along which the Galápagos islands are distributed, via a principal components analysis of the original coordinates which produced two orthogonal axes oriented along a southeastern to northwestern axis (PC1) and along a northeastern to southwestern axis (PC2). PC1 and PC2 were also included as explanatory variables in permutation MANOVA. Genetic differences in many plant and animal species in the Galápagos follow a southeast-to-northwest directional gradient of genetic diversity, with the most divergent and isolated populations located on the older islands in the eastern and central islands and younger, more genetically recent populations in the northwestern sites (i.e. the “progression hypothesis,” Parent et al. 2008, Steinfartz et al. 2009). Thus, this principal components rotation of the primary latitudinal and longitudinal axes has the potential to more fully capture the primary geographical pattern in this system by capturing the majority of the variation present in the geographical axis into a single variable (PC1).

We then performed multivariate ordinations on the genomic banding patterns to visualize the significant effects detected by permutation MANOVA, using both an unconstrained and a constrained correspondence analysis (CA and CCA, respectively, both performed with the cca function in the vegan package by Oksanen et al. 2010). CCA was performed using sampling site as the constraining variable, as this factor explained the largest amount of variation (i.e. had the highest R²) in the various permutation MANOVA analyses. We then performed an environmental fitting of the previously described PC1 and PC2 location axes on the CCA patterns using the envfit function in the vegan package of R (Oksanen et al. 2010). We used the constrained correspondence analysis to isolate those aspects of the genomic information which showed the strongest geographic structuring, and used the environmental fitting function to test whether this
A Jaccard dissimilarity matrix was calculated using the vegdist function in the vegan package in R (Oksanen et al. 2010). This matrix was then used to calculate the average genetic dissimilarity of isolates from within the same sampling sites for isolates derived from marine iguanas only. While previous work has demonstrated the geographical distance is a strong force for shaping these communities, thus allowing pooling of isolates from both host ecotypes for between site comparisons, that study also showed that on a more subtle level, strain carriage may also differ between host ecotypes, either due to ecological differences in bacterial exposures or due to host-bacterial interactions resulting in strain sorting (Wheeler et al. 2011). For this reason, to evaluate within-site patterns we performed this analysis only on strains isolated from marine iguanas in order to hold the selective environment constant, which resulted in the elimination of Santa Fe from the analysis due to low marine iguana sample size.

The average within-site dissimilarity was used to test for differences in strain diversity among sites using ANOVA with a Tukey-HSD multiple comparison to identify the sites which differed from one another in isolate similarities. For each isolate, we calculated the average dissimilarity of that isolate to all other isolates from the same site, resulting in one average dissimilarity per isolate. We then used ANOVA to test whether the sites differed in the degree of genetic dissimilarity among their component isolates. A significantly higher average dissimilarity among isolates from the same site suggests a larger variety of divergent fingerprint patterns, and thus, higher strain or genomic diversity at that site.

Basic statistical and graphing procedures were performed in either JMP 8 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) or R statistical language (R Development Core Team 2008).

**Results**

**Prevalence**

Prevalence of *S. enterica* in Galápagos reptile populations ranged from 0% to 75%, with no significant difference in carriage rates between marine and land iguanas (Fisher exact test p=0.140, Table 1). *S. enterica* carriage varied significantly across sites.
for marine iguanas (Fisher exact test p<0.001) but were not significantly different among sites for land iguanas (Fisher exact test p=0.3427).

**Serotype patterns**

We identified a total of 23 unique serotypes (plus one untyped *Salmonella* presumptive isolate) distributed among the 5 sites sampled (Table 4.2). Serovar richness was similar for most sites when controlled for the number of positive individuals sampled, but was slightly higher at Santa Fe and Fernandina (serovars/positive samples: C=0.56, L=0.56, SF=0.67, P=0.47, and F=0.75). Fernandina also had a larger proportion of strains were not able to be fully serotyped (i.e. had a “rough” O antigen phenotype).

**Genomic fingerprint patterns**

The dominant pattern detected in fingerprint assemblages reflects the strain or serogroup level differences seen in serotyping (correspondence analysis : Figure 4.1 a). In contrast, in this unconstrained analysis, grouping of isolates by site differences are readily not visible (Figure C.1). However, permutation MANOVA analysis of genomic fingerprint patterns does indicate significant differences among groups at both the site and island level of sampling (Table 4.3). Both island and site were significant factors for isolate similarity in these models, however site differences explained a higher proportion of the variation (Table 4.3, R²=0.137, p=0.004 for site versus R²=0.089, p=0.053 for island). Thus subsequent models included site and either latitude and longitude of the sampling locations or a rotated axis derived from the principal components of latitude and longitude representing approximately southeast-northwest (PC1) and southwest-northeast (PC2) directions. While latitude, longitude and PC2 were not significant, PC1 was a significant factor for explaining isolate similarities (Table 4.3). PC1 was also a significant environmental fit to the site constrained canonical correspondence analysis, indicating that site groupings align directionally in a southeast to northwest direction.
**Within site variability**

Both ordination-based (Figure C.1) and dissimilarity-based (Figure C.2) analyses suggested visually that genomic fingerprint diversity differed among sites. Thus, this potential difference in variance within sites was evaluated by performing ANOVA by site on the average within-site Jaccard dissimilarities of isolates derived from marine iguana feces. Sites varied significantly in the average isolate dissimilarity within each site (ANOVA by site: \( R^2 = 0.6094, p<0.001 \)), with Punta Carola on San Cristóbal Island and the island of Plaza Sur having higher within-site variability compared to La Loberia on San Cristóbal and the Fernandina sampling site (Figure 4.3, Tukey’s HSD).

**Discussion**

*S. enterica* populations are geographically structured

Reptile populations are often host to diverse *S. enterica* strain pools, and the serovar richness per positive individual detected in this study was comparable to that seen in previous studies (average of 7 studies 0.46 strains/positive sample, range of 0.19-0.75: Monzón-Moreno et al. 1995, Mitchell and Shane 2000, Briones et al. 2004, Corrente et al. 2004, Hidalgo-Vila et al. 2007, Pederson et al. 2009, Wheeler et al. 2011). However, this is, to the best of our knowledge, a relatively novel dataset in that we have extended such explorations of serovar diversity to understanding reptile host-Salmonella ecology on an explicitly spatial scale.

Both serovar and genomic fingerprints demonstrate strong site differences, suggesting that geographic isolation is the primary force structuring *S. enterica* populations in this system. The wide variation in serovar composition from site to site further suggests that stochastic processes, in particular, drive the assemblage of local *S. enterica* populations from the regional Galápagos strain pool by primarily stochastic migration events, rather than selection for particular strains. When stochastic dispersal limitation is a primary driver of population or community composition, there should be considerable site-to-site variation as bacterial strains arrive and establish by chance at each site independently (Condit et al. 2002, Chave and Leigh 2002). In contrast, when assembly of diversity is primarily driven by niche selection composition should be similar among similar selective environments (Chase 2003, Tuomisto et al. 2000, Dornelas et al. 2006). While we cannot with these data entirely rule out contributions of
either host-bacterial or strain-strain interactions to development and maintenance of strain assemblages, the observed pattern supports rare stochastic migration among sites as a driving force for determining *S. enterica* population structure.

While dispersal limitation does appear to be key for structuring *S. enterica* populations, strikingly, we did not see a strong correlation between genetic and geographic distances among sites that is often used as a marker for dispersal-limited systems (Figure C.1). In the case of isolation-by-distance, sites within the same island, such as La Loberia and Punta Carola, would be expected to be the most similar in strain identities, yet these sites at under 5 km from one another differed from each other as strongly as they both differed from the *S. enterica* population on Fernandina, over 200 km from the island of San Cristóbal.

The lack of simple distance-related similarity patterns in both serovar and non-constrained correspondence analysis of genomic fingerprints may be driven by two processes, which are not mutually exclusive in their application. Firstly, serovar differences among sites are very strong in this system, suggesting that the migration barrier among islands is quite strong, nearly absolute on ecological time scales detectable with these sample sizes. Thus, within-, rather than between-site dynamics may dominate, with each strain assembly changing over time due to within-site population drivers (stochastic or selective changes in strain dominance and retention). If these within-site differences occur more rapidly than rare migration events between sites, then any dispersal-based similarities between even relatively proximate bacterial populations would be lost to detection, swamped by the more rapid within-site effects and resulting in populations that appear equally different at the strain level, regardless of distance.

It is likely that genetic relationships among serovars represent a deeper evolutionary strain history, rather than the recent ecological interactions among these sites. We see suggestion of this in unconstrained ordination (correspondence analysis) of genomic fingerprint patterns, where isolates from the same serovar or O-antigen serogroup are generally are located in proximate ordination space. A quantitative test of this hypothesis would be difficult with this diverse strain assemblage, but qualitatively we see support for this line of reasoning in our data that would warrant additional study.
on the role of deep versus recent strain history in determining diversity patterns in this system.

*Conflicting models of biogeographic distributions*

Given the strong site patterns driven by serovar composition seen on both serotyping and genomic fingerprint analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that the barrier to bacterial migration among sites is quite strong. Yet at least a small proportion of the genomic-level variation on fingerprint analysis demonstrates a striking directional geographic relationship among bacterial populations, with site similarities aligning along a southeast to northwest gradient. These findings together suggest that even if dispersal of specific strains of *S. enterica* among islands is rare, some aspect of *S. enterica* genetic diversity is free to move among islands and is under some specific influence of dispersal limitation. Given the often high degree of horizontal gene transfer often detected in bacterial communities, generally (as reviewed in Thomas and Nielsen 2005, Juhas et al. 2008, Wozniak and Waldor 2010), and within marine iguana intestinal communities (Nelson et al. 2010), it is possibly that these directional geographical relationships are driven by movement of extragenomic elements that may have higher mobility than their enteric bacterial hosts. Thus, within a given site, contiguous strains appear to share certain genomic elements or traits which are local to the strain pool, despite not sharing a deep genetic history on the serovar level.

This potential for disconnect between evolutionary and ecological history based on different typing methods was hinted at in a previous work in this system (Wheeler et al. 2011). Further, this finding is not inconsistent with current knowledge of *Salmonella* genetic diversity. *S. enterica* shares a large portion of its genome with related bacteria such as *Escherichia coli*, but has in addition the tendency to flexibly gain and lose large, mobile pathogenicity islands (Groisman and Ochman 1997). Whereas some *Salmonella* pathogenicity islands (SPI), such as SPI1 and SPI2, are common to all *Salmonella enterica* serovars, others are variably present only in some subspecies or strains (Morgan 2007). These variable genetic elements compose a major portion of genetic variation between strains. Full genome sequence comparisons of diverse *Salmonella* serovars reveals that genetic differences among strains is primarily based on insertions and deletions of such mobile chromosomal elements, rather than on coding region
sequence divergence of the types of genes typically targeted for sequence analysis (Edwards et al. 2002). Such discordance between genetic markers has also been observed for *Escherichia coli*, where multilocus enzyme electrophoresis of *E. coli* reference strains demonstrated six distinct phylogenetic groups while rep-PCR based analysis grouped these same isolates primarily by species of origin (Ishii and Sadowsky 2009).

If variation in phenotypic (i.e. serovar) and genomic (i.e. Rep PCR banding patterns) diversity are influenced by different ecological and evolutionary pressures or temporal scales, then this would explain the observed disjunction in biogeographical patterns seen in this study. Given *S. enterica*’s tendency to flexibly acquire genomic elements like pathogenicity islands, it would not be unreasonable to suspect that gains and losses of these elements may occur within local populations and may contribute to differences in genomic fingerprint patterns on a site-to-site basis. These mobile elements may represent *Salmonella*- or Enterobacteracea-specific genetic elements or more broadly transposable elements (e.g. transposons, viruses, etc.) that can be horizontally acquired from a wide diversity of bacterial interactions within the enteric or environmental habitat.

Even with this explanation, what is particularly striking about the detected site differences by genomic fingerprinting is the geographical directionality of site similarity patterns within the site constrained ordination. The directional pattern is biologically quite a meaningful finding for this system. While simple site differences would just suggest within-site horizontal gene transfer dynamics at play that parallel the detected serovar differences, such within-site dynamics in isolation would not necessarily result in a specific geographical association among the sites. Each site could operate independently on a genomic variation level, as appears to be true at the strain level, rather than demonstrate a geographically-based patterning. These population patterns in microbial species align with the historical development of the island chain and may be, in part, driven by ocean current movements in this region, or other directional processes. The Cromwell and Humbolt currents and associated trade winds sweep across the Galápagos Island chain in a primarily east-west or southeast-northwest direction for most of the year, and may potentially carry with them a variety of bacterial types or genetic elements in their travels. So it is possible that in this system dispersal is
stochastic in the sense of what traits or strains may move among sites, but non-random in the direction towards which dispersal most readily proceeds. Thus, detection of broad isolation by distance patterns may not be the most appropriate test for dispersal-limitation patterns if directionality is not taken into account in both this, and other similarly structured systems.

Local exposures drive within-site population dynamics

As discussed previously, strong site differences in this study suggest that within, rather than between site process may be the primary drivers of *S. enterica* population diversity, a proposition further supported by the detection of site differences in genomic diversity. Holding selective environment as constant as possible for within site analysis by including only isolates obtained from marine iguanas allows us to focus primarily on the potential stochastic processes which might contribute to within-site diversity patterns.

In the classical ecological theory of island biogeography, the number of types present on a given island are determined by the equilibrium between gain of new species and the loss of existing ones (MacArthur and Wilson 1967). By analogy, the detected differences in genomic diversity are likely dependent on both the rate of strain or trait flow into a site and the chance or selective loss of these elements. In our system, two site-dependent factors, in particular, stand out as potential drivers of diversity gains and losses – proximity to sources of new genetic material, such as humans or other animal populations and host population size, which is likely a host-associated bacterium parallel of island size in terms of effect on extinction rate or loss of elements. The larger the host population, the more strains it should support as random loss of any one strain is less probable when distributed among more hosts.

Given this theoretical framework, we would predict that larger populations or those at closer proximity to sources of new variation should have more variable genomic traits than smaller populations or those farther from a source of new diversity (i.e. alternative host populations or environmental reservoirs of acquirable traits). While we cannot fully isolate the effect of these two elements in this system with samples from only four marine iguana populations, it is notable that the highest within-site diversity was detected at Punta Carola - a site with a very low marine iguana density and a high
likelihood of contact with human fecal waste from the sewage outlet of Puerto Baquerizo Moreno – and at Plaza Sur – a very small island with extremely high marine iguana and land iguana densities only 20 km northwest of a second major port town, Puerto Ayora. However, it is particularly striking that La Lobería – a site less than 2 km south of Puerto Baquerizo Moreno, but on the opposite side of the island from the main oceanic sewage pipe. However, additional sampling would be required to more fully document how these types of within site factors affect strain or trait diversity patterns in this system and to explain what processes at such proximate sites would explain this strong difference in population patterns.

Conclusions

Our findings suggest that S. enterica genetic patterns in the Galápagos Islands derive from a complex overlap of both geographic and temporal processes, and fully exploring this complexity was dependent on evaluating strain diversity in more than one manner. Traditionally, biogeographical studies of plants and animals have relied on such combined approaches to fully explore how migration and selection combine to shape geographic patterns. In particular, it is often important to evaluate both neutral and trait-based markers as their geographic patterns will reflect different driving forces (stochastic versus deterministic, Hendry 2002, McKay and Latta 2002, Porcher et al. 2006, Steane et al. 2006, Gandour et al. 2008). Given the growing understanding of how horizontal gene transfer can contribute to patterns in bacterial genetics, it is a reasonable parallel to suggest that bacterial biogeography might also benefit from simultaneous measures of diversity at different loci or levels.

Additionally, this study demonstrates that dispersal-based biogeographical patterns can be more complex and subtle than simple distance decay, especially in systems with a strong directionality driven by abiotic conditions (e.g. streams, oceanic currents, human or animal transit routes). While our study is certainly limited both by sample size and the number of sites compared, our data suggest that in this system that stochastic dispersal limitations can produce patterning other than the typically-evaluated distance-decay relationships. Further, these data suggest that stochastic processes may act at different scales to produce complex diversity patterns both within and between sites. While the host relationship can provide additional complexity to
predicting and interpreting the contributions of neutral and selective forces on bacterial population patterns, the insights that can be gained from these well-studied systems certainly translates to other types of microbial systems. For example, expectations of increased strain diversity when a host population is either larger in number or more proximate to other host species populations, especially populations with highly mobile membership like human tourists, should run parallel to predicted effects of species-area and habitat patch proximity on diversity in a variety of environmental microbial systems.

Thus, these findings may offer two broader contributions to discussions of bacterial biogeographical patterns and the processes that drive these distributions (Bell et al. 2005, Fenchel and Finlay 2005, Martiny et al. 2006, Whitfield 2005). Firstly, as an occurrence common to the initial development of these classical community ecology theories in “macrobial” systems (Ricklefs 2004, Chase and Leibold 2003), this tension between the effect of dispersal processes and habitat or biotic selection on microbial movement and community assembly is certainly not new. However, in such classical ecological systems, recent synthesis increasingly supports a shift in emphasis from exclusive outcomes to exploring how specific ecosystem traits might result in difference in the relative contribution of neutral or selective forces on population and community processes (Chase 2007). Further, these processes may produce much more complex or subtle genetic patterns than simple isolation-by-distance if dispersal potential is asymmetrical (Cook and Crisp 2005); however, simple isolation-by-distance models certainly remains a reasonable initial model for consideration (see review by Jenkins et al. 2010). Only a few studies to date have begun to incorporate potential asymmetries in dispersal potentials into understanding microbial population or community biogeography (Boyer 2008, Fierer et al. 2007).

Our data demonstrate that gastrointestinal bacteria can and should be included in current discussions of microbial biogeography on the global scale. While it has been suggested that host-associated microbes are of no interest to such discussions due to the inherent dispersal limitation created by obligatory host associations (Fenchel and Finlay 2004), we would argue that well studied host-bacterial systems have much to contribute. While host-associated microbes may be more dispersal limited than some free living groups, these organisms, along with free-living microbes which live in highly
specialized and potentially spatially restricted habitats, represent one end of a gradient of dispersal limitation among microbial organisms. Even within host-associated microbial systems, there exists a wide variation in host-specificities and in ability to survive in the environmental matrix between hosts, a range which in itself may be useful a model for better understanding what microbial traits lead to more restricted versus catholic distributions due to dispersal restrictions. Comparison of different markers of bacterial divergence, especially in well-characterized systems in which understanding of the relationship of these markers to bacterial evolution processes is more advanced, can produce illuminating conflicts which may increase understanding not only of bacterial biogeographical patterns, but may also begin to reveal the complex processes which create them.
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**Tables and Figures**

Table 4.1. Sampling site characteristics and *S. enterica* detection in Galápagos iguanas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island</th>
<th>Area km²*</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>% <em>S. enterica</em> positive (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Cristóbal</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>Punta Carola</td>
<td>Marine Iguana</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>75.0% (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Cristóbal</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>La Lobería</td>
<td>Marine Iguana</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>75.0% (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaza Sur</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>(whole island)</td>
<td>Marine Iguana</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>67% (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Land Iguana</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>54.5% (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Fe</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>El Miedo</td>
<td>Marine Iguana</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50.0% (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Land Iguana</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>45.5% (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernandina</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>Cape Douglass</td>
<td>Marine Iguana</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50.0% (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Land Iguana</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16.7% (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Land area estimates from Jackson 2007
** Conolophus pallidus; $Conolophus subcristatus
Table 4.2. Serovar distributions among sites for *S. enterica* isolated from land and marine iguanas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subspecies</th>
<th>Serotype</th>
<th>Serogroup*</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>C (9)</th>
<th>L (9)</th>
<th>P (15)</th>
<th>S (6)</th>
<th>F (8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Muenchen</td>
<td>O:8 (C2-C3)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>O:8 (C2-C3)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Sandiego</td>
<td>O:4 (B)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Poona</td>
<td>O:13 (G)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>53:z4,z23-</td>
<td>O:53</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>44:z36-</td>
<td>O:44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Pomona</td>
<td>O:28 (M)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Berta</td>
<td>O:9 (D1)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Treforest</td>
<td>O:51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Rough O:L,V:1,7</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Montevideo</td>
<td>O:7 (C1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Bredeney</td>
<td>O:4 (B)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Newport</td>
<td>O:8 (C2-C3)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>II 47:b:1,5</td>
<td>O:47 (X)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Mjordan</td>
<td>O:30 (N)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Saintpaul</td>
<td>O:4 (B)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>O:4 (B)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Rubislaw</td>
<td>O:11 (F)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Rough O:y:1,7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>57:b:-</td>
<td>O:57</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Rough O:c:enz15</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Wedding</td>
<td>O:28 (M)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Rough O:g,z,51:-</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untyped**</td>
<td>Untyped</td>
<td>Untyped</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Serogroup as in Grimont and Weill 2007. ** untyped isolate confirmed as *Salmonella* spp. by metabolic assay but was contaminated on submission to NVSL and was not typed further.

C=Punta Carola, San Cristóbal, L=La Loberia, San Cristóbal, P=Plaza Sur, S=Santa Fe, F=Fernandina
Table 4.3. Permutation MANOVA of rep-PCR fingerprints evaluating the role of island, site and location on *Salmonella* similarities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Island</td>
<td>1.408</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.053*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecotype</td>
<td>1.126</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>1.687</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.004**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecotype</td>
<td>1.163</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>1.666</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.004**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latitude</td>
<td>1.181</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitude</td>
<td>1.053</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>1.698</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.018**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC1 (SE-NW)</td>
<td>2.176</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.010**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC2 (SW-NE)</td>
<td>1.072</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.381</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at $\alpha=0.10$; ** Significant at $\alpha=0.05$
Figure 4.1. Sampling locations where fecal specimens were collected from marine iguanas (San Cristóbal sites Punta Carola, La Lobería, Santa Fe, Plaza Sur and Fernandina) and land iguanas (Santa Fe, Plaza Sur and Fernandina). Black stars indicate the three major port towns of the Galápagos Islands, Puerto Baquerizo Moreno on Isla San Cristóbal, Puerta Ayora on Isla Santa Cruz, and Puerto Villamil on Isla Isabela.
Figure 4.2. Unconstrained and constrained correspondence analysis of *Salmonella* genomic fingerprints. Panel a presents the unconstrained correspondence analysis (CA) with O antigen serogroups represented by color and different serovars within these groups with differing symbols. Panel b presents the same data constrained by sampling site (CCA; including 50% contour ellipses for sites with points and corresponding ellipses colored and labeled by site). In panel b, environmental fitting of a single principal component location axis (an axis rotation which captures latitudinal and longitudinal position of each sampling site along a northwestern to southeastern gradient) explains a significant portion of the variation in this ordination (PC1 environmental fitting $R^2=0.678$, $p<0.001$). The orthogonal principal component (PC2) was not a significant environmental fit to this ordination.
Figure 4.3. Site differences in the average (± 1 SEM) within-site dissimilarities of *S. enterica* isolates from marine iguanas (ANOVA by site: $R^2 = 0.6094$, $p < 0.001$; N per site indicated in white text on each bar). Significant differences between locations are demonstrated by different letters above the error bars (Tukey’s HSD test).
CHAPTER 5: CARRIAGE OF ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANT ENTERIC BACTERIA VARIES AMONG SITES IN GALÁPAGOS REPTILES

Chapter Summary

Increased overlap between human and wildlife populations has resulted in increased risk of novel disease emergence. Detecting contact points of increased risk for disease exchange requires identification of dependable measures of microbial exchange. In this study we evaluated antibiotic resistance as a potential marker for the intensity of human-wildlife microbial connectivity in the Galápagos Islands. We isolated Escherichia coli and Salmonella enterica from the feces of land iguanas (Conolophus sp.), marine iguanas (Amblyrhynchus cristatus), and giant tortoises (Geochelone nigra) and from sea water and tested these bacteria for resistance to ten antibiotics. Antibiotic resistance was found in reptile feces at two tourism sites (Isla Plaza Sur and La Galapaguerra on Isla San Cristóbal) and in sea water at a public-use beach near Puerto Baquerizo Moreno on Isla San Cristóbal, but no resistance was found at two protected beaches on more isolated islands (Isla Santa Fe and Isla Fernandina) and at a coastal tourism site (La Lobería on Isla San Cristóbal). A total of eighteen E. coli isolates from three locations, all sites relatively proximate to port town, showed resistance to combinations of ampicillin, doxycycline, tetracycline, and trimethoprin-sulfazoline. In contrast, only a few S. enterica isolates showed an intermediate resistance to doxycycline and tetracycline from these same sites, with no complete resistance detected in this bacterial species. These findings suggest that iguanas with increased human contacts potentially have higher exposure to bacteria of human origin but it is not clear how this potential exposure translates to on-going exchange of bacterial strains or genetic traits. Resistance patterns and bacterial exchange in this system warrant further investigation to more clearly understand how human associations influence disease risk in endemic Galápagos wildlife.

Introduction

The emergence of antimicrobial resistant bacteria from medical and agricultural use of antibiotic compounds presents an ongoing global health concern (Bonomo and Rossolini 2008, Allen et al. 2010). The ecological processes underlying the dissemination of antimicrobial resistance are complex and are yet to be fully elucidated (Singer et al. 2006). Antibiotic resistant bacteria have been commonly detected in the environment and in wildlife populations, the latter of which could provide a biological mechanism for the spread of resistance from sites of origin across broad landscapes (reviewed in Allen et al. 2010). Proximity of wildlife populations to humans has been shown to correlate to the amount of antibiotic resistance detected in bacteria in wild hosts, with wildlife living closer to dense human settlements more likely to carry resistant bacteria (Souza et al. 1999, Gilliver et al. 1999, Oseterblad et al. 2001, Rolland

Increased overlap in habitat use among humans, domestic livestock and wildlife species, has been linked to increases in disease outbreaks and novel disease emergence (Daszak et al. 2000, Epstein and Price 2009). Recently, molecular epidemiology of model bacterial systems has been used to document the effects of such overlap on pathogen transmission risk using antibiotic resistance as a marker for contact with humans. For example, recent studies have employed documentation of strain similarity and antibiotic resistance patterns in *Escherichia coli* for investigating patterns of gastrointestinal bacterial exchange among humans and non-human primates in eastern Uganda’s fragmented forests as a proxy for disease risk (Goldberg et al. 2007, Rwego et al. 2008).

Documentation of such changes in “microbial connectivity” between humans and wildlife, even in the absence of an immediate disease concern, may help with identifying interactions where the risk of new or emerging disease is increased and with recognizing contact points where increased surveillance may be warranted. In human-impacted systems, such understanding could be critical for the conservation and protection of imperiled wildlife species cohabitating with human residences. The Galápagos Islands, Ecuador, is one such system that is potentially highly susceptible to human impacts (Brockie et al. 1988, Watson et al. 2010), where increased understanding of human effects on microbial ecology might benefit conservation efforts and both human and animal health.

Aggressive management of the local human population and of introduced species has protected the Galápagos Islands, to some extent, from experiencing the vast extinctions of endemic species observed in other human-dominated island systems, such as Hawaii (de Groot 1983). However, despite historic successes in protecting these fragile ecosystems, resident populations continue to increase, despite governmental efforts to limit this expansion and tourism to the Galápagos Islands has become an increasing management concern as ecotourism has risen in popularity (Epler 2007). The Galápagos Islands currently support an estimated human population of about 25-30 thousand residents and temporary workers, living mainly on two of the larger islands,
San Cristóbal and Santa Cruz. Additionally, approximately 150,000 tourists from all over the world visit the Galápagos annually to see the unique endemic wildlife (Epler 2007, Watkins and Cruz 2007). These delicate island ecosystems are especially vulnerable to human impacts from garbage disposal and pollution, changes in land use, and introduction of non-native species (such as pigs, cattle, goats, dogs, cats and rats, Brockie et al. 1988).

Endemic reptile species, including the giant tortoise and two types of large herbivorous iguanas are a main attraction for tourists. These animals are often relatively unafraid of humans and live in close proximity to human residences and waste disposal sites on the inhabited islands. On islands zoned for tourism, many of these animals are tame and bask among the tourists as they explore the islands, offering opportunities for very close contact and potentially disease exchange between humans and wildlife (personal observation, E. Wheeler). While the potential for human influences on the behavior and physiology of endemic Galápagos wildlife has been studied (Wikelski et al. 2002, Berger et al. 2007, Tanner and Perry 2007), disease risks and bacterial exchange arising from human-wildlife interactions have only limited documentation to date (Thaller et al. 2010a, Thaller et al. 2010b, Chapter 4). Specifically, recent work in this system has demonstrated significant site differences in cultivable bacteria carried by endemic wild iguanas that may be associated with variable human impacts on water quality and bacterial exposures among the different islands in this chain (Thaller et al. 2010a, Chapter 4). Further, low levels of antimicrobial resistant bacteria have been detected in Galápagos endemic land iguanas (*Conolophus pallidus*) from a research camp site on the relatively isolated island of Santa Fe (Thaller et al. 2010b). If human-wildlife interactions underlie some of these observed patterns, then we would expect that bacteria from more human-impacted sites should also have an increased carriage of phenotypic or genetic traits which might indicate recent origin in human populations, such as increased antimicrobial resistance or resistance genes. Thus, we expected to find increased severity of antibiotic resistance in enteric bacteria isolated from animals or sea water at sites with higher human contact compared to more protected areas (i.e. a dose-response relationship between the proximity to humans and amount of resistance detected).
In this study, we collected feces from free living marine iguanas (*Amblyrhynchus cristatus*), land iguanas (*Conolophus* spp.), and giant tortoises (*Geochelone nigra*), along with a sea water environmental control from six sites on four islands (Figure 5.1). These samples were cultivated for two species of enteric bacteria, *Escherichia coli* and *Salmonella enterica*, which were then tested for resistance to ten antibiotics, chosen to represent common antibiotics potentially carried by tourists or available to local residents and representing a variety of antimicrobial classes. The six sites selected for sampling provided a gradient of potential contact between humans and wild reptiles, based on proximity to port towns and site usage. Within this system, we explored the hypothesis that enteric bacteria from wild reptiles with increased human contacts would carry more antibiotic resistant bacteria than those living on more isolated sites.

**Methods**

*Study design and sampling sites*

Sampling sites differed in the potential for contact between wildlife and humans, ranging from close proximity to a port town sewage outlet to tourist visitation sites to protected research sites (site C; sites L, G, and P; sites S and F, respectively). Punta Carola on the island of San Cristóbal, was suspected to be the most highly contaminated site as it is both the location a popular public beach and is quite near the site of outflow of Puerto Baquerizo Moreno’s main sewage pipe (Figure D.1). La Loberia and La Galapaguera, both on the island of San Cristóbal, and the small island of Plaza Sur are primarily tourist visitation sites. El Miedo on the island of Santa Fe and Cape Douglass on the island of Fernandina are protected research sites and are likely the least impacted by human use of these sampling locations.

Free-living reptiles (marine iguanas, land iguanas, and Galápagos tortoises) were observed from a distance for defecation and then fecal specimens were collected from the ground using a sterile wooden applicator. We intentionally selected fecal samples from different areas of each site and collected samples over a short period of time (24-48 hours) to avoid repeated sampling of the same individual. The slow gastrointestinal transit rates of herbivorous reptiles (e.g. estimated to be 5-10 days for marine iguanas, Wikelski et al. 1993), reduces the likelihood of observing a single individual defecating twice within a short sampling period. Fecal specimens were obtained from both iguana
types on Plaza Sur, Fernandina, and Santa Fe, where both species are present and only marine iguanas from the two sampling sites on the island of San Cristóbal, where land iguanas are not present. Galápagos tortoises (*Geochelone nigra*) were sampled at a single site, La Galapaguerra, the inland tourist and tortoise breeding facility located on San Cristóbal near El Junco.

Samples were placed in sterilized tubes, stored at 4°C to -20°C or on ice, as available during travel, and transported to Urbana, Illinois for laboratory analyses. As an environmental control, two 50ml sea water samples were obtained from Fernandina and both sites on San Cristóbal.

*Isolation of enteric bacteria*

*S. enterica* was isolated from frozen fecal samples using previously published protocols (Hoorfar and Baggesen 1998, Mitchell and Shane 2000, Corriente et al 2004, Wheeler et al. 2011). Briefly, 0.5 g of feces was pre-enriched in buffered peptone water (BPW) at 37°C for 24 hours followed by enrichment in a 1:9 ml dilution of turbid BPW:Rappaport-Vassiliadis broth (RVB) at 37°C for another 24 hours. Turbid RVB was then streak plated on selective-differential media (xylose lysine deoxycholate, XLD). XLD plates demonstrating no *Salmonella*-characteristic growth at 24 hours were re-incubated for an additional 24 hours before being considered negative for growth. Samples negative for *Salmonella*-like isolates were retested from the original fecal samples before being considered negative for the bacterium.

Presumptive *S. enterica* isolates (clear to pink with or without a dark black center) were tested using standard biochemical metabolic assays (lysine iron agar, LIA and triple sugar agar, TSA) to confirm membership in the genus. Isolates testing positive on both of these assays were presumptively confirmed to the *Salmonella* genus, as previous work in this system has demonstrated a 100% concordance between confirmation of *Salmonella* using these two assays following isolation on XLD selective media when compared to identification using API 20E (bioMerieux Inc., France) metabolic identification strips (E. Wheeler, unpublished data). Up to three confirmed *Salmonella* isolates per individual fecal sample were retained frozen in 40% glycerol for further analysis. One isolate per fecal sample was submitted to the National Veterinary Services Laboratory in Ames, Iowa for O and H antigen group serotyping.
Turbid buffered peptone water was also inoculated on eosin methylene blue (EMB) agar plates for isolation of *Escherichia coli*. Up to three purple colonies (lactose positive) with a metallic green sheen were selected from these plates as presumptive *E. coli*. Lactose positive isolates which tested positive for the production of indole and negative for metabolism of citrate were confirmed as *E. coli* (MacFaddin 1980) and were stored frozen in 40% glycerol for analysis.

Water samples were centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 10 minutes to collect bacterial cells and debris. The pellet was retained and reconstituted in 2 ml of sterile water. A 0.1 ml portion of each condensed water sample was inoculated into buffered peptone water and then cultivated for both *E. coli* and *S. enterica* as previously described. All six sea water samples tested negative for *Salmonella* but tested positive for *E. coli* at two sites, Isla Fernandina (one of two sea water samples) and Punta Carola on Isla San Cristóbal (both sea water samples).

**Antibiotic resistance testing by disk diffusion**

We tested confirmed *E. coli* and *S. enterica* isolates, one isolate of each bacterial species per sample when available, for resistance to ten antibiotics (ampicillin 10 μg, amoxycillin with clavulinic acid 30 μg, Cefazolin 30 μg, Cefuroxime 30 μg, Chloramphenicol 30 μg, Ciprofloxacin 5 μg, Doxycycline 30 μg, Enrofloxacin 5 μg, Gentamicine 10 μg, Tetracycline 30 μg, and Trimethoprim/Sulfazolin 25 μg, all antibiotic resistance discs obtained from Remel, Lenexa, Kansas). A number of these antibiotics were selected because they are commonly prescribed to travelers for prophylactic or symptomatic use (e.g. tetracyclines, fluoroquinolones, and beta-lactams) or because they are inexpensive representatives of a variety of antibiotic classes. We performed antimicrobial susceptibility testing according to standard protocols for the disk diffusion method following National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards guidelines (National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards 2003). The disc diffusion method qualitatively evaluates antibiotic resistance by establishing a drug concentration gradient (via diffusion) around an antibiotic-permeated disc of filter paper. The wider the clear (no bacterial growth) zone around an antibiotic disc, the more susceptible the strain is to the antibiotic (i.e. growth is inhibited at lower concentrations of the drug if the clearing is wider). Published standards for *E. coli* and related Enterobacteraceae
were used to assign resistant, intermediate or susceptible phenotypes to each strain for each isolate tested. While minimum inhibitory concentration by broth dilution is considered the gold standard in antibiotic resistance testing, this method is potentially more time consuming or expensive compared to disc diffusion. As the goal of this testing is to document the range of phenotypes present in these isolates, rather than to establish appropriate clinical therapies for medical treatment of infection, utilization of a qualitative but more time and cost efficient method was deemed acceptable.

Identification of tetracycline resistance genes

Due to the high frequency of tetracycline resistance in these isolates we further evaluated the genetic basis of this resistance phenotype by PCR identification of the resistance genes present in tetracycline resistant isolates using established protocols (Aminov et al. 2004). Briefly, DNA was extracted from all isolates demonstrating resistance (i.e. those included in Table 5.1) and from a site matched subset of non-resistant isolates using the Instagene chelex resin as previously described (Chapter 4, Biorad, Hercules, CA) Then PCR amplifications were performed using established protocols using primers specific for tetracycline efflux genes A, B, C, D, and E with positive and negative controls (Aminov et al. 2004). PCR products were visualized by agarose gel electrophoresis, with the presence of a strong band of the appropriate size indicating that an isolate was positive for the gene in question.

Statistical analysis

The distribution of antibiotic resistance was modeled using generalized linear models with binomial errors. For this analysis, isolates were classified as either sensitive or resistant, if they were resistant to at least one antibiotic. Results were similar when modeling the number of different antibiotics to which a given isolate showed resistance (data not shown). Akiake’s information criterion corrected for small sample sizes (AICc) was used to select the best fitting model from a set of candidate models (Burnham and Anderson 1998). Information criterion approaches allow for evaluating the fit of multiple models to select the model which best describes the data, rather than more traditional hypothesis testing of a single candidate model against the standard null hypothesis. Candidate models for this analysis included various combinations of four
explanatory variables: host species (marine iguana, land iguana, tortoise, or environmental sample), bacterial species (S. enterica or E. coli), the distance from the sampling site to the nearest permanent human settlement, and the geographic position of the sampling site. Statistical significance of the effects retained in the best fitting model was determined by likelihood ratio tests, and the relative importance of the different effects was determined by the weight of evidence (Burnham and Anderson 1998). Basic statistical and graphing procedures were performed in either JMP 8 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) or R statistical language (R Development Core Team 2008).

**Results**

**Bacterial carriage patterns**

The prevalence of both E. coli and S. enterica differed among host types, with high S. enterica carriage in marine iguanas (73% of 48 positive), moderate in land iguanas (46% of 28 positive) and none detected in the giant tortoises. The carriage of S. enterica differed significantly between iguanas and tortoises (Fisher’s exact with 1000 permutations: p<0.001, OR=3.45) and between the two iguana types (Fisher’s exact with 1000 permutations: p=0.028, OR=3.05). In contrast, E. coli carriage was low in marine iguanas (25% of 48 positive) and relatively high in land iguanas and giant tortoises (64% of 28 positive and 100% of 10 positive, respectively). Iguanas and tortoises and marine and land iguanas both differed significantly in E. coli carriage (Fisher’s exact with 1000 permutations: p<0.001, OR<0.001 and p=0.001, OR= 0.19, respectively). All water samples tested negative for S. enterica but did test positive for E. coli at two sites, Fernandina and San Cristóbal-Punta Carola.

A total of 46 S. enterica and 59 E. coli (1 per individual fecal sample for each bacterial species when available and up to 6 isolates per water sample) were used for antibiotic resistance testing (By sampling site - E. coli from iguanas: C=4, L=2, P=17, S=6, F=2; S. enterica from iguanas C=9, L=9, P=15, S=6, F=7; E. coli from giant tortoises G=10; and E. coli from sea water: C=12, F=6). E. coli was not isolated from sea water samples obtained from La Lobería on Isla San Cristóbal. S. enterica was not isolated from the giant tortoise fecal samples or from sea water samples.
Antibiotic resistance patterns

A total of eight unique resistance profiles were detected at three locations on two islands (San Cristóbal-Punta Carola, San Cristóbal-La Galapaguerra, and Plaza Sur, Table 5.1, Figure 5.2). Only *E. coli* isolates (18/59 total isolates) demonstrated resistance to these antibiotics, with only a few *S. enterica* isolates displaying an intermediate phenotype (i.e. a zone of inhibition less than the clinical susceptibility cut off established by the NCCLS (2003), but greater than the established diameter for clinical resistance). Three *S. enterica* isolates from Plaza Sur (3/15) and two *S. enterica* isolates from Punta Carola (2/9) demonstrated this intermediate phenotype (Table 5.1). The majority of resistant isolates were resistant to more than one of the antibiotics tested and the majority of these resistance profiles included resistance to tetracyclines. Due to the high frequency of tetracycline resistance in these isolates we further evaluated the genetic basis of this resistance phenotype by PCR identification of the resistance genes present in tetracycline resistant isolates using established protocols (Aminov et al. 2004). Tetracycline resistant *E. coli* isolates demonstrated site-dependent gene carriage, with isolates from Plaza Sur carrying a tetracycline efflux gene A (TetA), isolates from Punta Carola carrying both TetA and tetracycline efflux gene B (TetB) and isolates from La Galapaguera carrying TetB (Table 5.1). *S. enterica* isolates, in contrast, only demonstrated an intermediate resistance phenotype to doxycycline or to both tetracycline and doxycycline and did not carry any of the efflux resistance genes tested (TetA, TetB, TetC, TetD, or TetE).

To explore the contribution of explanatory factors for the observed distribution of resistant isolates we used a model selection approach. Initial binomial models (for the presence of resistance to one or more antimicrobial) were selected to explore the combined contributions of sampling site, site proximity to the nearest large town, host species and bacterial species to detection of resistance (Table 5.2). Comparison of these models indicated that a model including proximity to the nearest of the three major port towns, host species (land or marine iguana or sea water) and bacterial species provided the strongest explanation of resistance phenotype distribution (i.e. had the lowest AICc score, Table 5.2). Significance values and total weights of evidence were then calculated for the factors included in this best model (Table 3.3). All three factors were significant explanatory variables for the presence of antimicrobial resistance, with the strongest
weight of evidence for bacterial species, followed by the proximity of the sampling site to port towns.

**Discussion**

*Bacterial carriage patterns vary by site and species*

We found strong host species and site differences in the carriage of two species of gram negative Proteobacteria, *E. coli* and *S. enterica*. This finding is consistent with previous work in this system that showed similar variability in bacterial carriage rates (*Vibrio alginolyticus, Salmonella enterica* and *Escherichia coli* in Thaller et al. 2010a, *Salmonella enterica* in Wheeler et al. 2011, Chapter 4) among reptile species and among sites in this system. Species-level differences in carriage of bacterial species may reflect underlying differences in diet, host-bacterial interactions, or exposure to different strains. It is not clear what drives site differences, but previous studies have suggested that human influences on the marine system, in terms of water quality, might drive observed site differences in marine iguana intestinal biota (Thaller et al. 2010a). It is also possible that rarer members of the gut biota may vary stochastically between locations within a species based on local site dynamics and natural exposure sources (e.g. overlap with other endemic wildlife or with humans, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3).

*Antimicrobial resistance is associated with human proximity*

Simply detecting antibiotic resistance in a given animal population is neither sufficient to identify the likely source nor to draw conclusions concerning directionality of transmission among populations. This is especially true of wildlife populations, which may be highly mobile and have many local potential exposure sources. However, evaluation of wildlife populations across a spatial gradient, in which local populations likely experience differences in absolute exposure to human or livestock sources of resistant bacteria, can assist with demonstrating a causal “dose-response” effect of increasing severity of resistance for populations in closer proximity to the hypothesized source of exposure. Previous studies in a number of wild species support the idea that wild populations proximate to human or livestock sources of resistant bacteria often harbor the elevated resistance levels relative to populations more distant from this potential contamination. Both wild non-human primates and wild birds living in closer

The density and antibiotic use patterns of human populations with which wild species are in contact can also contribute to differences in the degree of antibiotic resistance exchange and to the severity of resistance carriage in wild populations (Allen et al. 2010). Thus, both proximity to and degree of exposure may produce a gradient effect in resistance levels, as has been seen at broad global scales, both within the same study and across similar studies in different areas of the globe. For example, wildlife species from remote areas (Antarctica and Gabon), a low human density area (Mountainous region of Pyrenees, France) or a high human density area (near Paris, France) showed a gradient of resistant isolates from none to nearly 20% presence across these sampling locations. Likewise, a comparative study of resistance in *E. coli* from wild animals in Mexico and Australia found higher frequency of antibiotic resistance in isolates from Mexico. This difference was attributed to differences in human population densities and possibly due to increased selection pressures from wide-spread use of antibiotics in Mexico (Souza et al. 1999).

More local-scale comparisons also support these patterns. For example, ninety-percent of gut bacteria of wild mice and voles living in relatively populous rural England carried resistance to β-lactam antibiotics, while wild mammals in the less densely populated area of Finland have almost no resistance to antimicrobials (Gilliver et al. 1999, Osterblad et al. 2001). Finally, while rural rodents in Germany in areas of high density livestock production had higher levels of resistance than rodents remote from agricultural production, but urban rodents had higher resistance levels still than their country cousins, regardless of proximity to livestock (Guenther et al. 2010a, Guenther et al. 2010b).

Similar to these established findings, in this study we found increased resistance in enteric bacterial isolates from sites located closer to the major port towns. While we did not detect antibiotic resistance at the more isolated sites at Fernandina and Santa Fe, it is important to note that sample sizes in this study limit conclusions on the presence or absence of resistance at these sites. The sampling design of this study can
only speak to differences in severity of resistance, which were significant, but does not allow for reliable estimation of the likelihood of antimicrobial resistance presence. It is likely that resistance is present at these more isolated sites, as antibiotic resistance at low levels has been detected at very isolated areas around the globe (Sjolund et al. 2008). It is important to note that for highly mobile species, these patterns may be weaker due to seasonal migration and transportation of resistant bacteria to more remote areas (Sjolund et al. 2008); the location where exposure occurs for mobile wildlife may, at times, be quite distant from the site of capture and sampling, confounding expected patterns.

Finally, it is important to note that for the sample sizes presented in this study, we cannot comment on whether or not remote sites have an absolute presence or absence of resistant bacteria. A recent study of resistance carriage in gram negative enteric bacteria of land iguanas on Santa Fe suggests that the frequency of resistant isolates at these more isolated sites is very low (approximately 1% of enteric bacteria tested, Thaller et al. 2010a), and therefore is below the detection limits of this study’s sampling effort. However, these low levels of resistance at such an isolated site are consistent with both the data presented herein and the overall expectations of very low carriage in wildlife populations more remote from likely antibiotic resistance exposure sources in this system (e.g. port towns and popular tourism venues).

*Antimicrobial resistance levels differ for different bacteria*

While proximity to port towns was a significant factor for the presence of antimicrobial resistance, the factor with the strongest weight of evidence for predicting antibiotic resistance traits of bacterial isolates was bacterial species, with *E. coli* but not *S. enterica* demonstrating resistance traits. This pattern suggests that the biology of these two organisms in the Galápagos may be quite different, despite the close relationship of these organisms at the genetic level (Sharp 1991). The potential for differences between *E. coli* and *S. enterica* ecology outside the host environment has been noted previously, specifically drawing into question whether *E. coli* is a good model for source tracking of related pathogens like *S. enterica*, despite their genetic similarities (Winfield and Groisman 2003). Genetic and phenotypic patterns in our Galápagos
isolates at least partially supports the idea that these two species undergo different strain turnover processes in the Galápagos system (see Appendix D).

The lack of antimicrobial resistance in *S. enterica* isolates from sites in which *E. coli* carries multiple resistance profiles in either sea water or iguana fecal specimens suggests that the rates and mechanisms of turnover of these two bacterial species varies in this system. A number of circumstantial pieces of evidence would agree with this supposition. Firstly, prolific *E. coli* growth in the relatively small sea water samples obtained near the sewage outlet of Puerto Basquerizo Moreno suggests that the input of novel *E. coli* strains from the flux of human visitors to these port towns may be locally quite high. Secondly, the detection of *E. coli* in sea water at the more isolated island of Fernandina demonstrates that fecal bacteria from a variety of animals can be found at high numbers in sea water, providing the potential for movement between sites with currents or in the intestinal tracts of these mobile wildlife or with human visitors. Previous work has shown that antibiotic resistant *E. coli* isolates from phylotype B, presumably of human origin, can be found in wildlife, even on a relatively remote island (Thaller et al. 2010b).

While diverse strains of *E. coli* may be very mobile between hosts in the Galápagos Islands, *S. enterica* appears to be more dispersal limited, with strong genetic population structuring by site, even for sites that are relatively proximate (Wheeler et al. 2011, Chapter 4). Further, strain turnover within a sampling site appears to be quite slow, with a large portion of serotypes common between samples taken in 2005 and 2009 (Table D.1). *S. enterica* was not detected in sea water samples in this system and is likely a less common member of human enteric communities than *E. coli*.

Due to the variable detection of *E. coli* in different species and locations, *E. coli* isolates in this study are too unevenly distributed to perform a complete genetic analysis among sites to more formally test the idea of increased movement of *E. coli* versus *S. enterica* in this system. However, we were able to partially explore this question by comparing the average genetic diversity within versus between sites for both species (Figure D.2). Overall, *S. enterica* isolates were more similar to each other both between and within sites than *E. coli*, suggesting that *E. coli* isolates are overall more diverse in this system than *S. enterica*. However, these *E. coli* populations may also be quite structured by location as the within site and between site diversity varied significantly.
for \textit{E.coli} and not for \textit{S. enterica}. Thus, further study of strain turnover is warranted to fully understand the complexities of enteric bacterial biogeography and ecology in this system.

\textbf{Conclusions}

Tourism in the Galápagos is a growing industry, bringing visitors from around the globe at high rates, and these tourists bring with them both economic benefit and the potential for damage to the conservation of this delicate ecosystem (Taylor et al. 2009). In addition, the local human population continues to expand in the Galápagos, despite efforts to limit immigration from the main-land, representing an additional potential source of novel exposures and stressors for wildlife (Epler 2007, Watkins and Cruz 2007). A wide variety of methods have been applied to quantifying human-imposed stress on wild species (Tarlow and Blumstein 2007) and these measures can indicate a great deal in terms of the physiological effects of overlapping habitat use. One potentially hidden impact of human populations in this system, an effect that is yet only in nascent stages of exploration, is the health implications of human-associated microbiological flux (Thaller et al. 2010a). Given the increasing emergence of new diseases from changes in contacts among wildlife, livestock and human populations (Daszak et al. 2000), identifying simple measures that can indicate potential disease risks may prove useful for fully understanding human-wildlife interactions. However, the complexities reveal in this study suggest that identifying candidate model organisms for studying microbial exchange among humans and wild species may require a deeper understanding of the gastrointestinal communities of these unique animals. However, the results of this study do clearly indicate that even in the isolated Galápagos Islands, human influence can potentially alter bacterial traits and communities in wildlife with which they come in contact. Such studies have great potential to contribute to theoretical understanding of how and when disease agents move among populations and may reveal opportunities for early interventions to prevent or reduce cross-species disease transmission events.
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### Tables and Figures

#### Table 5.1. Antibiotic resistance profiles of *E. coli* and *S. enterica*, grouped by site and sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island</th>
<th>Host species*</th>
<th>Bacterial species</th>
<th># Isolates</th>
<th>AM**</th>
<th>CIP</th>
<th>CZ</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>GM</th>
<th>TE</th>
<th>SXT</th>
<th>Tet Gene$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plaza Sur</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Neg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td><em>S. enterica</em></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Neg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Cristóbal Punta Carola</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Env</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Env</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Env</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Neg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Env</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Env</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td><em>S. enterica</em></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Neg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Cristóbal La Galapaguerra</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R=Resistant, I=Intermediate, S= Susceptible as determined by disc diameter thresholds (NCCLS 2003)

*LI=land iguana, MI=marine iguana, Env=sea water, T=Galápagos tortoise **AM=Ampicillin, CIP=Ciprofloxacin, CZ=Cefazolin, D=Doxycycline, GM=Gentamicin, TE=Tetracycline, SXT=Trimethoprim/Sulfazoline; Other antibiotics tested AmC=Amoxycillin with Clavulinic Acid, C=Chloramphenacol, Cxm=Cefuroxime

$ Neg indicated that the isolates tested negative for the presence of TetA, TetB, TetC, TetD, and TetE efflux protein genes as detected by gene-specific PCR amplification (Aminov et al. 2004), while A or B indicates presence of tetracycline resistance genes TetA or TetB, respectively.
Table 5.2. Model selection for factors contributing to the presence of isolates resistant to one or more antibiotics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model*</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th># Parameters</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>Weights</th>
<th>Deltas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Town distance+Host species+Bacterial species</td>
<td>61.44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>62.30</td>
<td>0.3940</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town distance +Bacterial species</td>
<td>63.29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>63.53</td>
<td>0.2130</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE-NW PC1+Host species + Bacterial species</td>
<td>63.83</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>64.69</td>
<td>0.1193</td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town distance + Host species</td>
<td>64.28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>64.89</td>
<td>0.1080</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE-NW PC1 + Bacterial species</td>
<td>64.54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>64.78</td>
<td>0.1140</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE-NW PC1 + Host species</td>
<td>66.76</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>67.37</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>5.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host species + Bacterial species</td>
<td>68.26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>68.87</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
<td>6.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host species</td>
<td>71.06</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>71.46</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>9.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial species</td>
<td>72.96</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>73.08</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>10.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE-NW PC1</td>
<td>82.55</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>82.67</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>20.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town distance</td>
<td>83.65</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>83.77</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>21.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Factor descriptions: “Town distance” is an estimate of proximity to large human populations measured as the geographical distance between each sampling site and the nearest of the three major port towns indicated in Figure 5.1. “Host species” is the sample sources from which resistant bacteria were isolated and included marine iguanas, land iguanas, Galápagos tortoises and sea water samples; “Bacterial species” were either *E. coli* or *S. enterica*. “SE-NW PC” is the first principal components score produced from the latitude and longitude of each sampling site, which condenses geographical location of the sampling sites onto a single axis oriented along a south eastern to northwestern axis.
Table 5.3. Significance tests for factors contributing to antibiotic resistance patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor*</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>Log likelihood ratio (D)</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>Weight of evidence**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance from City**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.7149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial Species</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.67</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.8567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of Bacteria</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26.57</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.6712</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Weight of evidence = the sum of weights for all models in Table 5.2 which contain the factor of interest. This value indicates the relative importance of each factor for explaining the observed antibiotic resistance patterns. This can be interpreted that, while all three factors in the most well supported model have a significant influence on antibiotic resistance patterns, the factor with the largest weight of evidence score (Bacterial species) has the strongest association with the likelihood of antibiotic resistance being present.

** These factors are described in Table 5.2
Figure 5.1. Sampling sites in the Galápagos Islands. Marine iguanas were sampled on sites C (N=12), L (N=12), S (N=2), P (N=12) and F (N=12). Land iguanas were sampled at sites S (N=11), P (N=11) and F (N=6). Galápagos tortoises were sampled only site G (N=10).
Figure 5.2. Antibiotic resistance patterns for *E. coli* and *S. enterica* isolated from land and marine iguanas, Galápagos tortoises and sea water. Black stars show approximate location of the three major port towns in the Galápagos, Puerto Baquerizo Moreno on the island of San Cristóbal, Puerto Ayora on the island of Santa Cruz and Puerto Villamil on the island of Isabela. Pie-charts show the proportion of isolates demonstrating each resistance phenotype with S=Susceptible to all antibiotics tested, I=Intermediate to one or more antibiotics, R1=Resistant to one antibiotic, R2=Resistant to two antibiotics, R3=Resistant to three antibiotics. The number of isolates evaluated for each is shown in parentheses.
CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS

Summary of Findings

The study of microbial biogeography has made vast strides in recent years due, in part, to advances in the technological capacity to document microscopic biodiversity at the community, population and genomic levels. In this dissertation, we applied a combination of molecular and traditional cultivation-based approaches to the study of enteric microbial diversity in a unique system of sister iguanid species – the Galápagos land and marine iguanas (Conolophus spp. and Amblyrhynchus cristatus, respectively). We explored the spatial diversity of enteric bacteria in these two species across a variety of scales, from the community level to the level of mobile genetic traits, using the unique geography of this island chain to formulate expectations for biogeographical patterns and processes.

First, we explored species and site patterns of gastrointestinal bacterial communities in marine and land iguana populations using 454 pyrosequencing to document bacterial taxonomic diversity and abundance among populations. This study suggested that while species differences in carriage of bacterial genera primarily reflected host or dietary selection, stochastic dispersal and demographic processes and local variation in exposures may also contribute to community differences among sites. Enteric community diversity at the genus level primarily reflected host differences, but within each host ecotype, variation among sites were noted, in particular at a single site, Isla Plaza Sur, where land and marine iguanas experience increased ecological overlap due to island size and dense populations of both species. A number of genera were identified that demonstrated distribution patterns reflective of unique, possibly stochastic site exposures among sampling locations (Chapter 2).

Evidence of such geographical and local site effects at the genus level might lead to the prediction that species within a given genus might also be highly divergent among sites and should mirror the host genetic patterns often seen in such island systems. For example, in island systems, host population genetic patterns often demonstrate distinct patterns such as decreased diversity across a temporal colonization gradient due to founder events. In Chapter 3, we explored the question of how host colonization and population divergence affected the phylogenetic diversity and site similarity within the
genus *Clostridium* in marine iguana populations using 454 pyrosequencing data. *Clostridium* spp. are known to be highly abundant and diverse in this host species, but whether this diversity varied widely among locations had not previously been investigated. In contrast to the expectation of strong site divergence and possible nesting of communities by site age, we found that the phylogenetic structure of *Clostridium* communities was conserved across sites. This phylogenetic conservation was apparent despite concurrent evidence suggesting extinction and speciation events – forces which might be expected to lead to divergences in allopatric host populations. These findings suggest that *Clostridium* diversity may be quite functionally significant, and thus strongly selected for in this system. However, these findings do not necessarily preclude the possibility of local acquisition of site-specific strains within these conserved core taxa.

To further explore the effect of geography on strain diversity patterns, we utilized a cultivation-based approach to explore the population diversity and similarity of a single intestinal bacterial species, *Salmonella enterica*, among host ecotypes and locations. This study demonstrated that while strain movements among sampling sites is likely very rare, movement of genomic elements is much more common and produces a distinctly directional biogeographical relationship among *S. enterica* populations. Further, iguana populations living in areas with heavier human use were also host to more diverse *S. enterica* populations than iguanas living on more isolated islands, which may suggests that local site interactions may also play a key role in genetic trait diversity patterns (Chapter 4).

Finally, we explored this possibility that these site differences in microbial traits could be driven by local exposure dynamics by evaluating the impact of proximity to the Galápagos’ larger port towns on antibiotic resistance traits of enteric bacteria in wild iguanas. We found that wild reptiles more proximate to humans had higher potential exposure to antibiotic resistant bacteria and were more likely to carry resistant isolates. These findings together suggest that wildlife with increased human contacts may be exposed to many novel bacteria or bacterial traits from the fluxing tourist and resident human populations on these islands (Chapter 5).
**Broader Significance**

Through this series of studies we demonstrated that biogeographical patterns and mechanisms can vary widely across levels of organization even within the same study system, with both ecological and evolutionary forces acting in concert to shape enteric biodiversity in a variety of ways. Increased understanding of the interplay among these forces for shaping microbial community form and function across taxonomic scales has potential to improve not only theoretical understanding of microbial ecology but also to progress management of pressing issues such as novel disease emergence or antibiotic resistance dissemination.

**Theoretical contributions**

The growing consensus is that microbes likely follow the same ecological principles that have been demonstrated in larger organisms, but may not manifest this adherence in the ways we initially expect. Issues of scale, both spatial and temporal, may pose novel challenge to this work due to the effects of small size, large populations, rapid evolution, asexual reproduction and the potential for widespread horizontal gene transfer among species. Yet even without seeing our subjects, we can make great strides and continue to do so as new methods help with documenting the structure of microbial populations and communities more clearly.

This dissertation makes a novel contribution to the broader study of microbial biogeography by exploring patterns within the same sample set across scales of organization. Within a single experiment, we found evidence of strong selective effects and local propagule pressures (whole community level), phylogenetic conservatism (genus level), strong site isolation (strain level) and distance-decay (strain and trait level). Such seemingly inconsistent patterns are not easily resolved and are not even fully resolved through the completion of this work, but such inconsistencies do illuminate a yet untapped source of complexity in microbial biogeography – the interacting effects of ecological and evolutionary processes. Studies of community phylogenetics across scales in plants, for example have revealed that expected spatial patterns may vary across such organizational scales due to the opposing effects of ecological and evolutionary forces (Cavender-Bares et al. 2006).
Microbial biogeography might benefit from increased focus on understanding not whether ecological rules apply, but on incorporating the specific biological traits of systems to understand patterns and mechanisms within the complex context of contemporary and historical processes entangled.

Application to health and disease

Disease agents have at times been treated as a “special case” in microbial systems, studied by epidemiologists and medical researchers without a strong tie to the broader ecological theory of microbial movements. However, interest in the ecology of diseases, in particular, those that have emerged from increasing contacts among wildlife, human and livestock populations, has made it clear that disease organisms exist and persist within broader communities of micro-organisms (Belden and Harris 2007). Improved understanding of both the ecology of known pathogens and of the microbial communities of which these taxa are a part can work in conjunction with more traditional epidemiological approaches to inform management of health and disease. Application of ecological principles to understanding patterns of host-associated microbial population and community assembly has larger consequences than mere theoretical understanding.

Molecular epidemiology approaches traditionally applied to outbreak investigations have been increasingly applied to model bacterial systems to document the effects of environmental changes on pathogen transmission risk (Goldberg et al. 2007, Rwego et al. 2008). Changes in the way landscapes are used for agriculture, urban development, and recreation have resulted in increased overlap among humans, livestock, and wildlife populations, leading to a surge in cross-species disease exchange across the globe (Daszak et al. 2008). However, exploring these effects by detecting new disease incidence relies on passive surveillance of relatively rare events, requiring huge samplings efforts to produce a substantial dataset of disease positive samples. However, commensal organisms may share biological traits such as transmission routes or environmental tolerances which allow for more focused sampling efforts to document “microbial connectivity” among populations. Groups with higher overall “microbial connectivity” may also be at risk for increased exchange of disease agents, and thus represent a key starting place for proactive disease management efforts. By determining
how and when bacteria move among human and animal populations, such studies can reveal new opportunities to prevent illness, even before an outbreak occurs.

**Future directions**

Documenting microbial community structure at fine taxonomic and genetic levels is becoming increasingly approachable with advances in the sequence lengths and depths that can be obtained from a variety of mixed microbial sources. However, fully incorporating microbial diversity patterns with understanding of the metabolic and ecological contributions of these communities remains a challenge for applying microbial ecology knowledge to broader issues such as host health or ecosystem function. Such advances are quite dependent not only on technology but on careful study design to allow for causal reasoning in such challenging systems where true experimental manipulation may be difficult or impossible (Plowright et al. 2008).

The Galápagos Islands are a challenging place to work as both political, logistical and conservation concerns can place limitations on scientific research. But these challenges are companion to the benefits of working in a system with such a unique geological and biological history. However, the greatest strengths of any model system cannot be fully realized without clear and intentioned study design, and certainly the Galápagos Islands are no exception. To further progress work in this system will require more direct correlation of microbial community and population data to variables which likely play a strong role in shaping these communities – including host genetics, host population density, spatial overlap of host populations and sources of environmental exposures. While improved understanding of microbial systems has potential application for benefiting the health and conservation of endemic Galápagos wildlife, a great deal of work lies ahead for translating the findings presented in this dissertation to practical management decisions for conserving the health and well-being of creatures great and small in this historical biodiversity hotspot.
Conclusions

Together, these studies suggest that enteric microbial community diversity and assemblage involves a complex interplay of evolutionary and ecological process which vary in strength at different taxonomic scales. However, elucidating patterns and mechanisms of diversity is only a first step in using ecological theory to make applied advances towards bettering human and animal health (Robinson et al. 2010). Continuing to document enteric microbial diversity patterns and to link such patterns to community functions such as nutrition, immunity and pathogen resistance has great promise for managing disease risk and impacts in a changing world.
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Figure A.1. Patterns in marine iguana gastrointestinal community dissimilarity among sampling sites. The average microbial community dissimilarities between each site compared pair-wise to all other sites including self (compared site identified by the color of the dots within each column as indicated in the legend; C=Punta Carola, L=La Lobería, S=Santa Fe, P=Plaza Sur and F=Fernandina). Smaller letters next to each point represents significant differences among groups within each column (Tukey’s HSD adjustment for multiple comparisons).
Figure B.1. Non-metric multidimensional scaling plots of 95% sequence similarity OTUs. Permutation MANOVA analysis by site of all taxa and of the *Clostridium* subset were both significant (All taxa: $R^2=0.411, p<0.001$; *Clostridium* $R^2=0.327, p=0.009$).
Figure C.1 Correlation of geographical distance and the average dissimilarity of sites from genomic fingerprints. The relationship between geographical and genetic distance was not significant. Removal of the highly variable within-site comparisons (colored dots as indicated by the legend) results in further reduction in the strength of association between geographic and genetic distances. Black dots represent pair-wise comparisons between locations among the five sites.
Figure C.2. Unconstrained correspondence analysis of *S. enterica* genomic fingerprints (as in Figure 4.2a). Grouping of isolates in this figure is shown by sampling site (as 50% contour ellipses colored by sampling site). Sampling sites do not demonstrate unique clustering but do exhibit site differences in strain diversity on the genomic level, ranging from high strain variability at Punta Carola (red) to relatively low strain diversity at La Loberia (green).
Genomic fingerprinting of *E. coli* and *S. enterica* isolates was done by PCR of repetitive extragenic palindromic elements (rep-PCR, Versalovic et al. 1991). Rep-PCR was performed as in previously described protocols (Versalovic et al. 1991, Rademaker et al. 1998). DNA was extracted from colonies grown on tryptic soy agar using a modification of the manufacturer’s protocol for Instagene chelex resin (Biorad, Hercules, CA). Briefly, 2-4 large, well-isolated colonies were placed in 100 μl of 6% chelex 100 resin and heated at 95°C for 10 minutes to lyse cells. Lysates were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 14000 g and 80μl of supernatant was transferred to a new storage tube.

Rep-PCR amplification was performed using primers ERIC1R (5’-ATG TAA GCT CCT GGG GAT TCA-3’) and ERIC2 (5’-AAG TAA GTG ACT GGG GTG AGC G-3’), targeting enterobacterial repetitive intergenic consensus (ERIC) repetitive motifs (Versalovic et al. 1991) on a TGradient thermocycler (Biometra, Germany) with an initial denaturation at 95°C for 2 minutes followed by 30 cycles each of 94°C for 3 seconds, 92°C for 30 seconds, and 50°C for 1 minute and a final extension at 65°C for 8 minutes. Polymerase chain reaction amplification mixtures (25µl) included 1.75U of Takara Taq polymerase (Takara Bio Inc., Japan), 1X Takara PCR Buffer with 2.5mM (final concentration) of MgCl2, 2.0mM Takara dNTP mixture (0.5mM each), 1μM each of the forward and reverse primers, and approximately 50ng of template. PCR products were separated on a 2% Agarose gel in 0.75% TAE (Tris-Acetate EDTA) run at 80 V for 12 hours. Three lanes of a 1kb plus DNA ladder (Novartis, Carlsbad, CA) were included to allow for standardization of molecular weight assignments to DNA fragments, with one lane at each end of the gel and one located in the approximate middle to allow for correction of irregular gel runs. Gels were stained with ethidium bromide and digitally photographed using an AlphaImager™ 2200 (Alpha Innotec Co., San Leandro, CA).

One isolate per iguana from a subset of randomly selected iguanas was submitted for serotyping at the National Veterinary Service Laboratory, Ames, IA. Serotype identities were compared between this study and a previous study encompassing two of the same sampling sites from 2005 (Table D.1).
Supplemental Data Analysis

Rep-PCR band assignment and sizing from gel images was done using BioNumerics version 4.0 (Applied Maths, Belgium). Band assignments were exported as a binomial presence/absence matrix for ordination by both constrained and unconstrained correspondence analysis (CA and CCA, respectively) to visualize patterns. To control for non-independence (i.e. pseudoreplication, Hurlbert 1984) resulting from inclusion of multiple isolates per individual iguana fecal sample, fingerprint profiles of isolates from the same individual iguana were nested by averaging presence/absence within an individual host. As previous work in this system demonstrated that sampling location is a stronger driver of S. enterica population patterns than host species (Wheeler et al. 2011), isolates from land and marine iguanas from a given site were pooled to obtain increased power for exploring site-associated bacterial population patterns. Previous analyses of the S. enterica isolates included in this study demonstrated that the host species from which isolates were obtained was not a significant factor (Chapter 4), further supporting an analysis focused on site differences with pooling by host source.

A complete Jaccard dissimilarity matrix was calculated from Rep-PCR fingerprints for E. coli isolates and S. enterica isolates independently using the vegdist function in the vegan package in R (Oksanen et al. 2008). This matrix was then used to calculate average dissimilarities to compare patterns of strain diversity within and between sampling sites. For each isolate, we calculated the average dissimilarity of that isolate to all other isolates from the same species within and between islands, resulting in one average dissimilarity per isolate. We then used ANOVA to test whether the sites differed in the degree of genetic dissimilarity among their component isolates. A significantly higher average dissimilarity among isolates from the same site suggests a larger variety of divergent fingerprint patterns, and thus, higher strain or genomic diversity within that comparison (Figure D.2).
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Table D.1 Comparison of *S. enterica* serotypes from Plaza Sur and Santa Fe in 2005 and 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serotype</th>
<th>Serogroup</th>
<th>Total (55)</th>
<th>Plaza Sur (# isolates)</th>
<th>Santa Fe (# isolates)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005 (21)</td>
<td>2009 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treforest</td>
<td>O:51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berta</td>
<td>O:9 (D1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough O:z10:enx</td>
<td>Rough</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montevideo</td>
<td>O:7 (C1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough</td>
<td>Rough</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough O:L,V:1,7</td>
<td>Rough</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSI 28:v:-</td>
<td>O:28 (M)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muenchen</td>
<td>O:8 (C2-C3)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV 53:z4,z23:-</td>
<td>O:53</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV 44:z36:-</td>
<td>O:44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandiego</td>
<td>O:4 (B)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pomona</td>
<td>O:28 (M)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>O:8 (C2-C3)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poona</td>
<td>O:11 (G)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>O:9 (D1)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oranienburg</td>
<td>O:7 (C1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure D.1. Suspected sewage leak at Punta Carola on the island of San Cristóbal. A large diameter pipe from the city of Puerto Baquerizo Moreno exits into the ocean (arrow) along the rocky coast at Punta Carola where marine iguanas, sea lions and shore birds congregate. The brown discoloration of the water proximate to the shore at this site is suspected to be sewage leaking from the pipeline which empties into the ocean a few kilometers distance from the coast. Two small (50 ml) samples of sea water from this location grew numerous diverse colonies on gram-negative specific nutrient media, including isolates of *Escherichia coli*, which suggests that this area is a site of heavy fecal contamination. In contrast, sea water samples from Isla Fernandina and from La Lobería on the southern side of San Cristóbal had low or no growth (respectively) of gram negative bacteria from two 50ml water samples taken at each site.
Figure D.2. Within and between site diversity patterns for *E. coli* and *S. enterica* isolated from land and marine iguanas (shown as average +/- 1 SEM) A fully factorial ANOVA model of bacterial species and type of comparison demonstrated significant differences between bacterial species and within versus between site comparisons (Full model $R^2=0.740$, $p<0.001$; Bacterial species $p<0.001$, Type of comparison $p=0.036$ and their interaction $p=0.1464$). While *E. coli* show significantly higher strain diversity when comparing isolates from different sites versus isolates from host species living at the same site (Tukey’s HSD: significant differences indicated by different letters over the error bars), *S. enterica* shows an overall lower diversity compared to *E. coli* and no difference for between versus within site comparisons. These findings suggest that *E. coli* and *S. enterica*, while relatively genetically similar organisms, may have functionally very different population ecology in this system.